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COMMUNIQUES OF THE INDIVIDUALISTS TENDING 
TOWARDS THE WILD IN ENGLISH FROM 16th TO 30th. 



EDITORIAL

Continuamos con la difusión de los actos egoístas e indiscriminados reivindicados por nuestros afines de los
distintos  puntos  cardinales del  planeta,  iniciando el  compilado desde el  decimosexto comunicado,  hasta  el
trigésimo; traducidos al inglés, para ser propagados a nuestros afines angloparlantes!

NOVIEMBRE 2018.



COMMUNIQUES



(MEXICO)  SIXTEENTH  COMMUNIQUE  OF THE  INDIVIDUALISTS  TENDING  TOWARD  THE  WILD-
TORREON

The spider web expands. The eco-extremist spider continues on its accursed path. Now it finds itself in the lands to the north, in the
middle of the desert where the savage Irritilas once walked. Possessed by the spirits of our ancestors, through the thunder clap that
announces the coming of a storm, here we continue the war. Wild Nature has been destroyed, the ideal future is so grey and inert. We
attack from this reality. We are individualists waging a war of revenge. We do so in the name of the mountain that was destroyed to
make a super-highway, for the flora and fauna destroyed in the name of progress. In our being we hold the essence of the river that
disappeared when they built the great dam.

Without any hope for a better world, nor waiting for the coming of revolution, we throw ourselves into the egoist and immoral abyss
that is so uncomfortable to the great majority of people. We don’t represent anyone. We aren’t leftists, nor communists, nor anarchists.

Their “struggles” don’t represent us. We don’t care about their “demands in the name of the people.” We only feel affinity to those
anarchic  individualities  who wage an  egoist  war  without  hoping  for  a  “better  tomorrow”.  We feel  affinity  to  those  who have

abandoned utopian ambitions and have confronted civilization with all  of  the means at  hand in the present.  We only represent
ourselves, our accursed initials represent us. We do not struggle for a collectivist world. That world based on solidarity, mutual aid,

and justice will never come. Too bad.

We would be deluded to believe that our war will achieve the fall of civilization. We are not deluded, however, since we are realists.
We know full well that civilization reproduces itself day after day. It keeps creating better instruments of domination. One only needs

to see one night in the city to notice the reality, the night invaded by artificial lights. The mountains are corrupted by “vacation
cabins” which destabilize the ecosystems (as happens in the mountains of Durango), as well as by the numerous “human activities”

that destroy the beauty of the Earth.

Moons and suns passed. We have ended our silence. Guided by our savage instincts, we have been made aware of like-minded
individualists who wage war in various lands, protected by Wild Nature. In the name of the ancients, we claim responsibility for the

following:

–An explosive device placed in a Catholic church in Torreón, Coahuila. Yes, this was the device that was mentioned by the municipal
police of Torreón in their declaration after an explosive device was activated at the seat of the PRI in the same municipality. This act

was supposedly carried out by the “Rebel Torreón Insurgent Group.” We clarify however that we had nothing to do with the attack on
the PRI, nor with that group, nor with anyone with any affinity to them.

-Burning a phone booth of the TELMEX Corporation. In 2015 we did this in broad daylight and some blocks from where marathon

runners passed in Torreón, Coahuila.

-A bomb threat against the INE located in front of the Alameda Zaragoza de Torreón in 2015.

-Graffiti against the UAC at the Office of the Autonomous University of Coahuila.  We renounce scholarship that seeks to foster the
continuance of techno-industrial civilization. This was carried out in the summer of 2015 in Torreón Coahuila

-November 20th,  2014:  We infiltrated the demonstration for the finding of the 43 students of Ayotzinapa and committed acts of
vandalism outside  the  municipal  presidency  of  Torreón. The  cause  of  the  people  didn’t  interest  us.  We weren’t  demonstrating

solidarity or anything of the sort. We only used the large crowd that day to carry out our actions and generate tension. What a
coincidence! Various factions of the now-extinct Wild Reaction did the same on that day in front of the grill of the Zocalo.

A new moon has commenced. Inside of us resounds the call of the coyote. We come closer to it, we put to death a cycle that has given

us experience and taught us valuable lessons. We put it to death to begin a new cycle. The war against civilization continues: the
desert, the deities of our ancestors, and the accursed initials have possessed our being. With the next action we give life to a new

cycle:

-On September 8th, we sent perfume to the engineer Priscila Galván Nevárez, Director of Admissions of the ITESM Laguna Campus.

One small detail was that the perfume was filled with acid. This was done to make clear that we have everyone at the Monterrey
Institute of Technology Laguna Campus in our sights: students, instructors, and workers are hereby warned.

Some discomforting words



Some weeks back torrential rains fell upon the city of Torreón, Coahuila, creating an emergency situation among the citizens and the
authorities. Fears were heightened as the flooding increased and with it the possibility of the overflowing of the Francisco Zarco Dam

and the Nazas River. We laughed and celebrated how Nature caused panic among the citizenry. We looked with ridicule on those
frightened citizens who helped the forces of order erect barricades so that the river wouldn’t flow into houses. It didn’t take much time

for Wild Nature to take its first casualty, a taxi driver caught in the flood. The citizenry’s indignation didn’t wait to make itself felt.
But Wild Nature would take two more lives. But remember, “for every action there is a reaction.” Sometimes this reaction is savage.

Torreón and its citizens deserve it, those who in practice collaborated with the spread of techno-industrial civilization. You look to the
horizon and you see the black artificial hill created by the “socially responsible” Peñoles Corporation, as well as poisoned water,

contaminated air, and flora and fauna annihilated by the ceaseless expansion of the city. For all of that… three dead seems very little.

For the extreme defense of Wild Nature!

For indiscriminate and selective attack!

Let “natural disasters” continue!

¡Axkan Kema, Tehuatl, Nehuatl!

For the expansion of the Nihilist / Eco-extremist Mafia!

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Torreón

Coyote Pack Faction



(MEXICO) SEVENTEENTH COMMUNIQUE OF THE INDIVIDUALISTS TENDING TOWARD THE WILD /
PAGAN SECT OF THE MOUNTAIN

“We attack indiscriminately and at various levels. If the target merits an attack against actual persons, we will carry it out without
consideration for that collateral damage. If the target only merits material-symbolic destruction, we will not hesitate to act.”

September 2015 (1)

Many winters have passed since we have started to stalk and attack the Alien, always covered in the protection of the Hidden. Our
word even if relatively silent was patient and now we take it up again.

Under criminal eco-extremist complicity, this time we are accompanied by the fierce members of the Individualists Tending Toward
the Wild (ITS) for the purpose of unleashing indiscriminate attacks and experiences. These have strengthened our individuality in
terrorist matters, so we hereby claim responsibility for past and present acts:

-March 23rd,  2016:  We are surprised by the “thoroughness” of  the press  in  mentioning us in  its  notes  when a pair  of  Federal
henchmen foiled our attack against the infrastructure of civilization (as well as those who pass over it). Namely, we speak of the
overpass at the 22nd kilometer + 500 of the External Circuit of Mexico State, between the municipalities of Tultepec and Zumpango
(2).

On that occasion, the press published:

“… when members of that specialized corps of the CESC arrived in the area and did a preliminary examination, they informed that
the plastic bags contained various highly dangerous explosives…”

“Member of the tactical group stated that the above-cited explosive devices are similar to those that exploded and caused severe
damages to various Mexibus buses in Ecatepec this past October of 2015 (3). Thus it is suspected that those responsible for this most
current illicit act are the same criminals. This situation they stated has meant the start of a series of investigations to identify, locate,
and arrest these delinquents. It is evident that they were trying to carry out another one of their crimes.”

Well, the reporters and the police took the words right out of our mouths. In any event, we the delinquents take responsibility for this
act. Of course, due to the delicate nature of this matter and since they (again) failed to catch us, the authorities had to deny ALL of
what they had declared to the press that day (4).

-October 13th, 2016: The Metro Hidalgo Station in Mexico City during rush hour was the scene of dozens of automaton commuters
inhaling the smoke of their disgusting capital city (5). According to the press, three people required medical attention due to smoke
poisoning. We caused the smoke using a simple incandescent device that we turned on some stations back and this had the intended
effect in this station, as this was one of the stations most densely occupied by the masses we wanted to terrorize. With this we state
three things:

-One, that this action WAS NOT A TECHNICAL MALFUNCTION as the press stated (6) employing the same old excuse when they
try to cover up ATTACKS.

-Two, the docile attitude of the modern human being was quite surprising. Many of those affected had no reaction to the situation, not
even when they saw smoke coming out of the platform, even when they were in an enclosed area. Many preferred to stay and wait to
be evacuated without any concern for their physical well-being. The modern human (of any society) has become so useless that he is
accustomed to someone coming and telling him what to do. In all aspects of their miserable lives, and in this case as well, the metro
authorities had to come to tell them to evacuate the station. If they hadn’t done that, more people would have been poisoned by the
smoke.

-Three, it is not unexpected that we could cause such chaos on the metro using such a simple device. We have already experimented
with this back on May 25th, 2015 (along with other individualities) in the same station, and it worked in the exact same way (7).
The shadow of Teotlapan Tlacochcalco Mictlampa (the land of want and death -tr.) has hidden us once again. With this we advance
toward the Ineffable, assuming our condition of civilized humans, but at the same time binding ourselves to our most primitive roots.
Complicity with the TRUE eco-extremist groups in Mexico in the Laguna (Coahuila) and the Trails of the Teochichimecas (Jalisco)!

Power to Nihilist Terrorist groups!

Death to the hyper-civilized!

Greetings to the fierce eco-extremist groups in Chile, Brazil, and Argentina!

Long live the Eco-extremist Mafia!

Pagan Sect of the Mountain – Mexico State

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Mexico City



-Popocatzin Clan

Notes:

1) Primer comunicado de la Secta Pagana de la Montaña.

2)http://www.aztecanoticias.com.mx/notas/estados/247033/aseguran-4-kilos-de-explosivo-plastico-c4-en-edomex

3) http://www.animalpolitico.com/2015/10/detonan-explosivos-en-mexibus-hay-danos-en-tres-unidades/

4)http://www.sdpnoticias.com/local/edomex/2016/03/23/dejan-presunto-explosivo-casero-en-el-circuito-exterior-mexiquense

5) http://www.excelsior.com.mx/comunidad/2016/10/13/1122187

6) https://elsemanario.com/157410/humo-metro-hidalgo-sea-evacuado/

7)http://archivo.eluniversal.com.mx/ciudad-metropoli/2015/objeto-en-vias-provoca-fallas-en-estacion-hidalgo-del-metro-
1087396.html

 



(MEXICO) EIGHTEENTH COMMUNIQUE OF THE INDIVIDUALISTS TENDING TOWARD THE WILD /
INDISCRIMINATE FACTION

“I chase you, you look for prestige, that’s why now we talk about explosives.” In the shadows there emerge figures that stalk your
back and stab you to death, or with bombs. It is winter, the snow wipes away my footprints… you provoke, they will kill you by

mouth.”

Mr. Grey

The Indiscriminate  Faction  in  coordination  with  the  Individualists  Tending Toward the  Wild  take responsibility  for the
following attacks:

1. Wednesday, October 19th: We abandoned an explosive device in the transport bus “COPESA”, on the Cuemanco Canal corridor of
Chalco-metro Barranca del Muerto. We do not know what became of that device.

2.Thursday, November 19th: We abandoned an envelope with an explosive charge in the Faculty of Sciences of the UNAM. The
envelope wasn’t addressed to anyone, it was only labeled, “Winner of the iPhone Award.” This was for any person who would take it
and find a nice explosive present when they opened it.

3. Wednesday, November 23rd: We abandoned an explosive device in the Faculty of Philosophy and Letters of the UNAM. Let this be
a warning to all of those worthless leftist humanities students who talk shit about us. Let it be known that we have eyes and ears in
places they wouldn’t expect…

4. Thursday, November 24th: We left another explosive device in the same bus as we did in October.

Communique of the Indiscriminate Faction

You’re attacking public transportation that is used by the poor citizenry, those hard working folks! A “sympathizer” might be riding on
it. Yes! And we will keep doing it, we don’t care who is riding mass transit, and that’s why we attack it. We want to harm passengers
as well as infrastructure which every day erase more of the little nature that still exists. If we attack persons it’s because they’re just as
responsible for urban sprawl, for cutting down trees to build their miserable concrete houses, more highways, and thus, bringing more
cars with them to get back to their comfortable houses.

Since human beings have become sedentary, they have condemned themselves to extinction. This world doesn’t need more humans. It
doesn’t need for the human being to keep living in it. To see a more beautiful world, the human being must go extinct. We know that
this is far off, even though it is still possible. We know that we personally will not get rid of the human masses, but as long as we’re
walking the Earth, we’ll try to kill off the greater part of the human masses that we can. That’s why we attack the most affluent
neighborhoods.

Another idiot has said, “If you are so radical and nihilist, why don’t you just strap a bomb to yourselves?” Oh, brainless and dumb
kids, you haven’t understood a thing. In the end, “he who likes to eat shit will keep eating shit.”

“I go from the mountains towards the buildings. You’re not doing honor to this, cousin. I left my life behind, I don’t need it. The crows
make the scarecrow sweat. I am a wolf, not a baby goat.”

Once again with the UNAM… blah blah blah the same drivel that one would expect. There the “computer geeks” are formed (a slang
term that makes us laugh quite a bit). It pisses us off to repeat the same thing as always, the same “sound bite”, so once again: Yes,
once more, the UNAM. If it’s simple to attack mass transit which is so full of people, imagine how easy it  must be to attack a
university. Piece of cake! We don’t have to disguise ourselves to pass unperceived, or put on a fake moustache or wig. We don’t even
have to invent a movie script, though I suppose we could say something along the lines of:
“We put on a fake mustache; we even disguised our gender so that no one would notice and we entered the UNAM to leave an
explosive package… While we were leaving, we aimed a nine millimeter pistol at the students and personnel. When we go to the exit
we robbed a bus with forty people on it to plant our explosive device. Then the police followed us and a firefight broke out in which
we wounded five police and killed three more.”

Wow, not even ISIS does that! But no, we only went in and left some bombs and that’s it. We did it in plain sight. In the Faculty of
Sciences we left an explosive package in the hallway of pp Building. In the Faculty of Philosophy and Letters we left a bomb while
the same old leftists were hawking their wares, or rather, their “self-managed works.” It’s that easy to attack the citizenry, without any
complications or without much of a spectacle.

But why attack the good and popular left anarchists? These beings, these “anarchists” don’t merit our respect. These anarchists only
know how to complain and cry about being victimized. That’s all they know how to do… oh, and march, sure. Mexican anarchism is
dead,  it’s  in  death  agony.  This  pack  of  kids  only  knows how to  get  drunk,  snort  drugs,  and  believe  themselves  to  be  super-
insurrectionaries of direct action. You don’t think so? Then ask yourself the question: why support a “comrade” (as anarchists like to
call them) when he’s detained for just being a little druggie faggot? We say let them die like dogs. Why support those little cliques of
“support for anarchist prisoners” when they fuck up the donations for the prisoners? Rascals! Do they really think that people don’t
know? Ugh. Of course people will  come out of the woodwork and scream that it  isn’t  true.  “Those are lies!” “A group full  of



infiltrators says that to tarnish the anarchist movement!” “They’re part of the government!” [Sob] What “anarchist movement”? That’s
a wrap, dudes! You guys are just a bunch of conformists and reformists. Since the real anarchists of old have went extinct, the “new
anarchists” aren’t worthy of any respect.

Lastly, to finish our sermon, we have seen the growth of a number of individuals who feel a fleeting empathy with the “eco-extremist
tendency”. To them we would like to state the following:

It makes us sick to our stomach that more and more individuals are attracted in a superficial manner to this. We despise that there are
more people out there who are flaky, those who feel themselves to be “free and wild” with lines crossing their face. They are the ones
who like to hike in the woods, the desert, and the jungle. They feel like they’re shamans and pagans (we’d love to see them sacrifice
or kill something, to see how much of the “shaman” they still feel then). We hate these people who hold their little “re-wilding skills”
events. We’re sick of these people. For this reason, hypocritical fake groups emerge like the Whore Eco-Extremist War… Oh, excuse
us, Guamera Eco-extremist War and Shadow of the Forests (who are either people with a short attention span or police who we are
dealing with in these lands.) We’d like to state to all those people who attracted by “natural beauty” that you too are in our sights. Just
like the list of scientists, the list of “forest lovers” who we will attack is quite long. Don’t be surprised if one day while you’re out
camping the “Devil” shows up. This time you won’t be offered as a sacrifice, you’ll just be fertilizer for the trees. “The coyotes
descended from the mountain, now they return to them.”

Without further ado we end this entry. The next time we’ll just take responsibility for our attacks and that’s it. That’s in order to keep
the tendency “pure” since, as in the Mafia, we believe in hierarchies and no one can enter unless we give the order.

-Indiscriminate Faction (GI)

-Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (ITS)

“Fury of the Lynx Occult Group”

-Indiscriminate Group Tending Toward the Wild (GITS)



(MEXICO) NINETEENTH COMMUNIQUE OF THE INDIVIDUALISTS TENDING TOWARD THE WILD

“If civilization wishes to survive, it will have to dispose of civilization and return to barbarism.”

V.

Mexico is in a convulsionary situation. The crisis has hit like a wave against the coast. The price of gasoline has made the hordes of
slaves leap over the thin line between legality and illegality. The last three days have seen looting, thefts, robberies, and numerous acts
of  criminality.  These  acts  have  occurred  not  only  in  Mexico  State  and  Mexico  City,  but  also  in  Veracruz,  Hidalgo,  Cancún,
Michoacán, among other places.

Organizations of civil society have denounced the looting as the work of “provocateurs” employed by the political parties. They are
“infiltrators” who have embedded themselves in the demonstrations to “delegitimize” social protest. They accuse the looters of being
common criminals, etc. In any case, eco-extremist groups can’t just stand around in this sudden tremendous national crisis.

Those who are not prepared for these situations are scared and cry themselves to the point of desperation. Those of us who are
prepared for what is happening have entered the fed-up bands of the hyper-civilized. We infiltrated them while camouflaged and
hooded, and we sought to push the crisis from bad to worse.
That is why for some days now members of ITS have infiltrated the ranks of the looters and, along with criminal accomplices from
poorer neighborhoods, we have committed various criminal acts. These have been quite satisfying to our uncivilized tastes, namely,
seeing the decline of civilization and the fall of social values into the abyss of common vice.

Robbing foodstuffs, robbing the registers of abandoned banks, participating in several acts of looting, breaking pharmacy windows,
breaking the windows of convenience stores, lighting gas stations on fire, vandalizing buildings and vehicles, throwing stones at
police and soldiers, breaking the chains and metal barriers off of large stores, shooting into the air to make the police flee, leveling
executive  offices, etc. We’ve done all of these things day and night in Mexico State, in the municipalities of Coacalco, Ecatepec,
Tultitlan, and Tlalnepantla; in Mexico City as well as Iztacalco, Iztapalapa, and Venustiano Carranza. The list of acts that we could
claim responsibility for would be quite long, for it is clear that we aren’t the only ones responsible for them. Anonymous people and
common criminals also deserve a lot of the credit, so we will keep things rather general.

To take advantage of the chaotic situation that rules in the streets and to value the conditions of rupture at this precise moment are
aspects of our modus operandi. It doesn’t matter to us that we appear to be within contingents of social organizations that we hate as
long as the End is destabilization and the deepening of the social and economic crisis that we are living presently. For that reason, we
exhort all of the eco-extremist groups within and outside of Mexico to go out into the street and to make sure the crisis only gets
worse. They should join up with common criminals, take out their arms in broad daylight, and break whatever occurs to them. Let
them commit arson and detonate explosives. Let them claim the streets, commit crimes, join along with the mobs, and enjoy social
decline.
Carrying out the War against Civilization WITHIN Civilization itself

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Mexico State

– Ourobosos Silvestre

– Pagan Sect of the Mountain

– Popocaliztli Clan
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Mexico City

– Eco-extremist Circle of Terrorism and Sabotage

– Fury of the Lynx Clandestine Group

– Indiscriminate Faction

– Eco-extremist / Nihilist Mafia

– Indiscriminate Group Tending Toward the Wild



(BRAZIL) TWENTIETH COMMUNIQUE OF THE INDIVIDUALISTS TENDING TOWARD THE WILD

“If they don’t respect the Earth neither will we respect their lives.”

“I shit and piss on all of those judges without gavels. I expect for the common citizenry that an infinite number of bombs explode
among them, since ‘filthy citizen life is not only found in the barracks.’ I am against civilization and in the citizenry / humanity I find

the most civilized target (myself included). These are the ones clinging to progress and who devote themselves to destroying the
untamed,”

Kevin Garrido

In the first week of 2017, on Saturday the 7th: we abandoned a backpack that contained two liters of gasoline and a container with one
kg of blasting powder full of shrapnel in a crowd in the Plano Piloto bus station in Brasilia. The incendiary explosive device with a
mechanical detonator was directed toward as many people as could be reached by the blast. We do not know what happened with the
explosive, but it is likely that its presence was covered up by the Secretariat of Public Safety in the Federal District. This is due to not
wanting to generate panic in the populace due to the supposed existence of cells of the Islamic State in Brazil. It would be rather
embarrassing for the defenders of the citizenry to admit that an explosive was left in a place where around 600,000 civilians circulate
per day.

In any case, we assume this and all of the other possible consequences, including the death and mutilation of the common working
citizenry.

Some words from the Secret Wilderness Society / ITS – Brazil

The situation is decadent, it rumbles like an earthquake in this tropical country. “Brazil” is going through the most intense crisis in
over 30 years, one of the most severe in history. Twelve million are unemployed, some states have failed and have required federal
intervention. Criminality is on the rise and the prisons are overflowing, leading to bloody rebellions that kill hundreds. Generalized
corruption of the ruling and opposition parties siphons off billions. The “three powers” are in intense political conflict. The drought
leaves numberless cities without water. Inflation is rising and the cost of public transportation increases. Austerity measures break in
two the infinite hope of the miserable citizenry. Bitter droughts destroy entire crops like plagues.  These and many other social,
economic, and ecological crises would make for a very long list. The “Brazilian” portion of global civilization is sinking into one of
the most severe crises in history. The news announces that better days will not come. This brings desperation that dominates the
accursed life of the human mass. This makes us laugh heartily.

Just as ITS has done in Mexico, we of the Secret Wilderness Society will contribute to the course of things and we will push this crisis
from bad to worse. We want to push this decadent society over the edge. We will attack indiscriminately all sorts of human and non-
human targets in order to create terror and instability. And if it is convenient, we will infiltrate social protests to cause Chaos as was
the  case  with  the  terrifying  march  against  PEC  55  on  the  Explanada  de  Ministerios  that  surprised  many  due  to  its  quick
transformation.  The  result  was  a  sea  of  overturned  burnt  cars,  Ministries  that  had  been  overrun  and  destroyed,  graffitied  and
overturned signs, vandalized monuments and many wounded and arrested. We don’t sympathize with the disgusting social demands of
the civil  organizations that  were present.  We merely take advantage of  the momentary revolt  of  the hyper-civilized to generate
abysmal situations where the goal is the weakening of the structures of the Techno-industrial System.

The Indiscriminate Faction has affirmed in the eighteenth communiqué and we repeat it here: the human species is condemned to
extinction which has been imposed on it by the form of life that it has chosen. In order to see a more beautiful life where the wild can
flow, the human race should go extinct. Nothing will be spared in this War. The principle problem is not “political” or “governmental”
or involving the State. It isn’t about capitalism, fascism, or communism. It isn’t about authoritarianism, militarism, or hierarchies. It
isn’t even about the Techo-Industrial System itself, for even if it is somehow eliminated, Westernized modern humans would work to
re-establish progress and maintain the structures of civilization intact. The problem is civilized humanity itself. Even Ted Kaczynski,
the “God” of the most radical “anarcho-primitivists,” recognized that even with the end of the Techno-industrial System, civilization
would still be left standing. Maybe this would only be in a fragmented form in separate regions. Thus, in order for civilization to be
effectively eliminated, the struggle must focus on combating the human race as it is known today. Either way, we eco-extremists don’t
believe that our actions will eliminate civilization, and we think that it will succumb to the untamed within itself within some years.
While we walk the Earth, however, we will attack until the final consequences to inflict the maximum amount of harm to hasten the
demise. The style of life that the modern civilized human adopted has become a cancerous culture. In the past, under the cross and the
sword, it colonized a large part of the world. By technology, it has imposed itself on the rest in modern times. One has to accept that
NOTHING is free of it. The few native peoples who still exist will be swallowed up by human progress in a few years, and the little
Wild Nature that is left will be buried under urban sprawl a short time from now.  The War has thus become against ALL that exists,
for even shooting in the air has become an attack against civilization, since the human being has aimed to dominate everything, even
the skies. Progressivism will continue and this domination will continue to take control of the human mind through nanotechnology
that eradicates our animal instincts completely. The attempt to control  all things will end in the human being becoming a robot,
resulting in transhumanism similar to what they are constructing in the “Internet  of things.” In this all  is virtualized, measured,
observed, connected, controlled, and contained. Wild Nature and our individual liberty will be completely eradicated. The artificial
will prevail within this “cyber-world”. This is the direction in which the world is headed.

http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/en-twentieth-communique-of-the-individualists-tending-toward-the-wild-brazil/
http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/en-twentieth-communique-of-the-individualists-tending-toward-the-wild-brazil/
http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/en-twentieth-communique-of-the-individualists-tending-toward-the-wild-brazil/


We want to make it clear that the decadent masses (the citizenry) are our mortal enemy. The same goes for the scientists, engineers,
business people, etc. The common citizen is also responsible for the destruction of Wild Nature, as well as for the advance of human
progress. To come to that conclusion, one only has to have recourse to that simple anarchist premise: “All power comes from the
people.” And if power comes from the people, is not destruction also from their hands? Yes! “But those people are alienated and
distracted,  we  need  to  wake  them up!  They are  disorganized,  they  need  grass-roots  organizations.”  This  is  what  the  anarchist
superheroes say who can’t even bring together ten people (with allies) on the block. How are they going to do this? Do they have a
magic wand? Idiots! The masses don’t care about what they say and they are too busy slaving away at work. They just want to get
more  money  to  buy  an  infinite  number  of  goods  that  cost  thousands  of  miles  of  destroyed  forests  and  mountains,  numerous
contaminated rives, lakes, and oceans, as well as contaminated air and extinct animal species. He knows full well that he lives in an
abject  state,  but he still  defends his condition of modern slavery with arms in hand. He’ll  even kill  to make sure that  progress
continues on permanently and that the structures of Techno-industrial Civilization keep standing. That is why we get angry when
ecologists and anarcho-utopians believe that a revolution of an “organization of the people” can bring about a better and more just
world. Real change in our situation is completely impossible and any attempt at it would only reinforce civilization itself. In fact, any
“revolution” would keep intact  the principle structures for the continuance of human civilization. So for the foolish people who
believe this, we say the following: your “classist comrades” at the demonstration in the city of Fortaleza were not beaten enough. Next
time they should be killed! They aren’t but a band of drug addicts anyway who talk about how they’re the most radical and angry on
social media. But that’s the only place they say that, because they lead a shitty life and they don’t do anything more than drink, take
drugs, and complain about this and that according to their disgusting leftist principles.

Nature in this tropical country is also in decline in the Amazon region. In only a few years nothing will be left there, starting from the
marvelous Cerrado that is on the brink of extinction. It’s no coincidence that the capital and other states are facing the most severe
water crisis in national history. All of this is a reflection of the destruction caused by human hands. The ignorant among the hyper-
civilized talk of the lack of investment in infrastructure when the problem is really ecological and is the result of their own activities.
Even a person deformed by Down’s Syndrome can use a little piece of their brain to realize that, but the human masses continue to
ignore all of it. In the meantime, all beauty fades away and this parasitic place known as the Federal District expands, flattening
forests and rivers as was the case at the Pajés Sanctuary.

The accursed mass of civilized humans is accomplice to this decadence, to civilization, it adores the structures of the techno-industrial
system and defends them in good faith. This is like a universal religion, maybe the most successful universal religion. The hyper-
civilized human being does not deserve mercy, he is only a plague upon the Earth. He is like a cloud of locusts devouring entire
landscapes so that nothing remains. Human beings only care about themselves and ignore the wild world. They hate it, they will never
leave it alone or return to it. They will simply try to dominate it to feed human progress and expand artificiality. This is the inarguable
goal of the civilized human, but it is also his greatest error. Human beings can sweep all of that is wild off the face of the Earth and
affirm that they won the war, but sooner or later, sudden disasters will bring all of it down. Wild Nature will return to finish off the
human race as it did the civilizations and empires of the past. We have decided to remain on the side of the untamed and wage war
from there.

Indiscriminate like Wild Nature reacting, we will go about massively killing and attacking. We will attack humans and non-humans.
We will alternate our attacks with natural disasters, declaring that the civilized human will always be our enemy.

We have a savage inheritance from our warrior ancestors. We affirm that we will continue the War against out principle targets, the
Techno-industrial System and its intellectual mentors; as well as against those who finance its structures. We speak specifically of
scientists,  engineers,  humanist  philosophers,  mathematicians,  chemists,  physicists,  educators,  architects,  business  people,
technologists, etc. Now more than ever, we will continue to harm and kill common citizens indiscriminately. Any technophile should
equally succumb to the vice of their own decadence.

To conclude, since we have gone on long enough in this communiqué, we hope that the head is torn off from the false eco-extremists
who have been exposed by the communiqués of ITS-Mexico. For those who do not know, we refer to the false groups, “Shadows of
the Forest” and “Guamera Eco-extremist War”. May the blood of those deceivers flow!

For indiscriminate terrorism against the Techno-Industrial System and the Citizenry!
Death to the moral of attack!

Watch out common citizens, scientists, educators, business people, investigators, engineers, physicists, mathematicians, programmers,
technicians, chemists, architects, farmers, public officials, students, humanists, leftists, and any other techno-geek, any technophile,
any progressivist, because we will be wading in civilized blood in this new Gregorian year!

Terrorizing and killing like the Caetês y los Tupinambás!

Violent like the Ka’apor defending their ancestral lands
“Chaos is a precipice, it  is a ladder. Many who try to climb it fail and never try again. They fall in defeat. And some have an
opportunity to climb it, but they refuse. They remain in the kingdom, in the gods, in love. Illusions. Only the ladder is real, the ascent
is all that exists.”

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Brazil

-Secret Wilderness Society
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(CHILE) TWENTY-FIRST COMMUNIQUE OF THE INDIVIDUALISTS TENDING TOWARD THE WILD

In my opinion the human race should be annihilated… Given that I think that the human being is the greatest enemy of nature… and
for that reason we deserve our own extinction.”

Mauricio Morales

Ha! You thought that the Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Chile disappeared? Um, no! We were only stalking with the wise
patience of the old ones, hatching plans in the shadows. We were whole as we wandered in the mountains and rivers, but sad in the
cities, in order to come back with an “unprecedented” attack.

As we stated in our fifth communiqué:

“Take heart, remain calm, go about as if we don’t exist. Just don’t complain when you see our arrows pointed at you.”

Take heart progressive innovators of the technological system, workers, executives and scientists. ITS-Chile has left the common
“revolutionary” morality behind. We aren’t worried if people come out dead or injured during an attack. That’s more than clear.

Our attack is one in the name of the wild and unknown. It is an eco-extremist attack, feverously egoist and against civilization in its
highest expression. It is also an act of terror against the hyper-civilized who represent the devastation of the Earth. Their giant open air
mines are evidence of the taunts of human progress against Wild Nature.

For decades now, Codelco, the largest mining company in the world, has been charged with the devastation of the Earth. It is assigned
to rob its minerals in pursuit of the absolute perfection of civilization. Maybe they thought that the cries of the mountain abused by its
machinery would go unheeded by us? Maybe they thought that we would not listen to the fearful cries of the trees? No. Our ears have
heard the call of the Wild, that is why our hands attacked.

We are the cry of vengeance of the mountains that encircle Codelco’s tombs. The fallen snow there curses all of the wretched people
who work on those structures. And we mean all of them. For from the old woman who cleans the floors to the truck drivers to the
most highest rungs of managers and owners, they are all part of the subjugation of the Wild.

Our explosive gift was for the devastation that Codelco has been carrying out in the southern lands. That is how our aim focused on
the president of the board, Óscar Landerretche. The famed economist is at the head of the major project of devastation of all that is
beautiful on Earth. With great pleasure we learned that the device exploded and wounded the economist. This past year he announced
the creation of “CodelcoTec”, a subsidiary that uses the highest level of technology, including robotic; technologies that enable them
to get to places they had heretofore not imagined they could reach.

Codelco is the human civilized project squared, a pioneer in technologies that spearheads economic cooperation between countries.
One of these collaborations is the company BioSigma, which is a conglomerate with JX Nippon Mining and Metals Co. Ltd. (a
Japanese company) that pursues the implementation of biotechnology in a plant that produces “lixiviant biomass,” Mining Industry
Robotic Solutions (MIRS), and a long list of other projects. This just causes us even more disgust and was one of the primary
motivations for our attack.

We had thought of sending the package to one of his happy colleagues, but knowing that he was president of the board, we were
encouraged and we pinned down his location. This guy, this one who is the representative of all that we have described above, what
did he expect? That we were going to leave his most important position alone as if nthing was happening? No, no. no. His scars and
his fright will always remind him of the initials: ITS.
For that reason, what are wounds on his arms and stomach compared to the wounds that Codelco has inflicted on the Earth? Nothing!
Without doubt, this is only little of what these bastards actually deserve. It also seems that the maid was also wounded, and the little
daughter suffered ear trauma. It’s still very little.

Of course these modern humans are super-predictable. It only took us two days to figure out where he lived, which we found on
Codelco’s own webpage, wow (it looks pretty in the photo). Our accomplices arrived with the information and more, and we went to
work. And yes, we were able to come right into the neighborhood without problems.

The package bomb was made of a homemade galvanized tube. It was filled with match head powder to make it detonate (you’d be
surprised how powerful that stuff is). Inside were a dozen screws, and by this we obviously wanted to inflict the greatest harm to the
target possible. (We hoped that he would open it at head level and that a screw would get embedded in his skull thus killing him.) And
in that manner, we were not taken aback by death nor did we see it as a “bad” thing. We distinguish ourselves significantly from the
humanists who see these sort of things as “evil.” Among these people are some crybaby anarchist radicals who condemn all death as
fascism, animal cruelty, whatever!

This clarification is a bit repetitive but that’s appropriate. We are not an anarchist group, that ideological motivation does not move us,
nor does any other. We are pleased by the attacks of some eco-anarchists. We are a Horde of eco-extremist savages, nihilists and
egoists. We are for total chaos in civilization and the proliferation of criminality.



This attack was not a political act. Politics do not interest us. We are rabidly anti-political individuals. We don’t give a shit about
social struggles and their leaders. We shit on the citizenry and the people who are accomplices to the techno-industrial system. We
don’t aim to denounce Codelco with this attack. We don’t want them to start using electric trucks or solar panels. We don’t want them
to dump slightly less toxic waste. We don’t want them to be socially responsible with regards to the environment. None of that. This
attack was not the product of mentally unbalanced people. We are in full control of our faculties when we act. We are ready to accept
the final consequences of our actions. For you humanists, maybe we are crazy. If being sane is to act like you and passively accept all
of this civilized garbage, there is no doubt then: we’re the craziest people in all history. This was an attack of Wild vengeance, in the
name of the Earth that dies because of human progress.

Friday the 13th of January in the era of the crucified, at 10 in the morning, we entered one of the offices of the Chilean post office (we
would tell you which one, but we won’t so that the surveillance devices do their job, and the workers can masturbate while they
review dozens of offices. By that time we will be in the land of the Selk’nam.) After a short wait, there as a “Hello, I’d like to send
this package.” From there the only thing we said afterward was “Thank you.” This stuff is so cool that if you pay more they’ll deliver
the package the same day. Sure, we took out three bills more and, yep, it could be delivered that afternoon. And well, after the wounds
of that bastard and the chaos in the media, in the end.

We are not a new group. We carried out a frustrated incendiary attack against the geeks of the FCFM which made us anxious. This
time it wasn’t fire and it didn’t fail. The Horde threatens and attacks, let that be clear. Today we copied one of the package bombs sent
by ITS-Mexico. Be aware that sooner rather than later we will copy their stabbings and shootings!

With all of this, our plan B if he didn’t receive the package was to re-send it to a distinguished professor at the already mentioned
department since we had already used his name as the sender. This guy ended up being Landerretche’s buddy since he taught in the
mining engineering department.

We return to our hiding places like rabbits to their warrens. We are silent like the bird searching for food, and ferocious like the fangs
of the fox on its prey.

Our thoughts in the attack were with the spirits of the Savages of Tierra del Fuego: with the Selk’nam, the Yamana, the Kawesqar, the
Haush. Possessed by the pagan deities, we have attacked once more. The accursed Patagonian demons covered us with their blessing.
In the name of all of those Savages, their deities and rites, their mountains and lakes: WE WOUNDED THE PROGRESSIVIST OF
CODELCO!
The dances of the young Klóketen in the Hain initiation ritual have given us the untamed power of the oceans. Now we dance like
you, brothers! We remembered you in the attack and in every instant of our lives.

We send a warm complicit embrace to the killers in Chicomoztoc, to the indiscriminate ones in the Amazonian jungle, to the poisoners
across the Andes, to the demonic egoists on the old continent and the indiscriminate arsonists of those lands.

All you progressivists, geeks, and executives, watch you backs, the eco-extremist hand is close by.

May the fog of the accursed lands of the south erase our tracks!

Death to civilization, science, and mining!

Death to their representatives and accomplices!

Long live indiscriminate Wild Nature and every attack against civilization!

Long live our ancestors, their gods, and their pagan mysticism!

For eco-extremist terrorism, for the ITS mafia, be strong individualists!

For the heightening of the war against human progress!

-Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Chile:

Mystical Horde of the Forest



(MEXICO) TWENTY-SECOND  COMMUNIQUE  OF  THE  INDIVIDUALISTS  TENDING  TOWARD  THE
WILD

“Let whoever waits die”

T.

And let those who wait and wait for the “perfect” moment to attack die…We break anew the silence and tranquility that the citizenry
enjoys. We move about and conspire like the invisible menace that we are, and yes, ITS is effectively in Torreón.

Civilization marches on and its faithful lackeys march in step, spreading and perfecting it. We no longer have hope that modern
humanity will become hostile to techno-industrial civilization, as it seems now more than ever that they applaud every technological
advance that brings them closer to the future they imagined when they were children: yes, that one with flying cars and robot servants.
The only thing is that now there has been a slight change – now humans serve the machines, their bodies find themselves enslaved to
them.Their minds are now unable to separate themselves from their electronic devices that allow them to plan their day on social
networks. “The human,” that being who for many is the most intelligent, the superior being among all of the profane species, is now
the slave of its own inventions. And in their anthropocentric vision, the destruction of other species and Nature itself is no big deal, as
long as future technological development continues to occur.

In spite of tremendous technological advances and the artificial present that aims to reinforce and perfect it in the near future, there are
those of us who have decided to declare war on that human progress that tends toward total artificiality. We oppose it as it seeks to
live in a world where gray techno-industry destroys every trace of Wild Nature. We have decided to reject the life that civilization has
prepared for us. From birth the human being is formed under those values which techno-industrial civilization considers “good”. We
reject these concepts of good and evil. We abide by neither the idea nor practice of morality. That is why when we see human beings
striving to destroy nature and building the artificial in its place, we don’t feel any scruples in attacking them. This war isn’t for the
human species, and neither do we seek the restructuring of social relations. We don’t want humans to love nature. This is a war against
the human and its many concepts, representations, and institutions. That is to say, it is a war against civilization in its entirety.

Through a multiplicity of tools, techno-industrial civilization has overridden the capacity for criticism in the minds of the hyper-
civilized. It’s second-nature for them to wake up, drive to work or school, work, drive back home, sleep, each and every single day
without questioning anything whatsoever. There is no question as to what modern humans have turned into. Maybe they feel very
much alive and full of joy. We only see them as automatons. They are only waiting for the next tendency that civilization imposes on
them without questioning or opposing it. And of course they don’t notice that, in carrying out what civilization commands by various
means, they are destroying the Earth and all that lives on it. But the hyper-civilized only care if they have their beer and virtual reality.
What are the devastation of the forests and jungles to them if they are riding around in cars and admiring their myriad of cell phones.
They don’t care at all about any of it. So then, why should we care at all about their pathetic lives?

To echo what our blood brothers of the “Indiscriminate Faction” and the “Fury of the Lynx Clandestine Group” (who are also
members of ITS) said in their Eighteenth Communique:

Since human beings have become sedentary, they have condemned themselves to extinction. This world doesn’t need more humans. It
doesn’t need for the human being to keep living in it. To see a more beautiful world, the human being must go extinct. We know that
this is far off, even though it is still possible. We know that we personally will not get rid of the human masses, but as long as we’re
walking the Earth, we’ll try to kill off the greater part of the human masses that we can. That’s why we attack the most affluent
neighborhoods.”
The world does not need people. No person working in environmental issues will be its savior. The human being is not the savior of
the Earth, he is its destroyer. The modern human so insists on playing God that he will use any means necessary to do so. Now his
innovative sciences are positioning the modern human closer to becoming “God”, so much so that he feels that he is becoming one or
already feels divine. For this he employs nanotechnology and biotechnology, the new sciences that appear with their humanist banner
to “save” humans from chronic illnesses and to achieve better quality of life through technological innovation. But the modern human
is so programmed that he doesn’t even try to question science. It is not by any means innocent, special interest is behind it. One look
and  we  can  reflect  on  how  that  “more  comfortable”  life  that  science  promises  is  in  reality  artificiality  in  all  that  exists.
Communication in this modern society has become “easier” with the emergence of social networks but what has been the result of
this? Numerous hyper-civilized people who can’t walk two steps without looking at their cell phone’s screen. So in exchange for a
“convenience” there comes an activity that tends toward the artificial. We thus ask: How real are these communications with another
person on social networks? Is this “convenience” that these Smartphones offer addictive? In exchange for the “convenience” there is a
dependency on the object that offers it.

As we wrote previously,  civilization has  the life  that  the modern human will  live already planned out.  All  of the structures  of
civilization work so that human beings are totally docile and obedient. One of the most important structures, at least in Mexico, that
allows civilization to follow its course is the Church. The Church contributes to civilization as a tool of submission through the spread
of morality and fear of God. For over five hundred years, it has told people what is good and evil. For over five hundred years it has
stepped on the deities of the ancient natives and has placed the Western God in the beliefs of the people. Their Western God doesn’t
scare us, we seek to keep the beliefs of the ancient natives alive. These beliefs will not be understood in the minds of the Westernized
modern humans. As our ancestors did, we infiltrated their churches and we left something that will remind them that we mock their
God:
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-On December 20th and 30th, 2016, we left two incendiary devices in a church located in downtown Torreón, one with a homemade
fuse and other other activated by a timer. We don’t know what happened to these. It’s more than likely that the attacks were frustrated,
and the presence of both devices was silenced by the press and the authorities.

We hate the “entrepreneurial” discourse that many modern humans adopt with the end of achieving their banal desires that drive
civilization forward. These include such goals as buying a nice car, a nice house, getting the biggest and most expensive watch, and
last but not least, achieving economic success. On this occasion we decided to attack a little-known company in Mexico, though it is
growing  by  the  day.  Namely,  we  speak  of  the  Sanki  Corporation,  a  business  that  pushes  consumption  and  the  perfecting  of
nanotechnology and biotechnology through its “miraculous” products which will assist the hyper-civilized person to improve their
“quality of  life.”  It  seems that  the company leaders  can’t  be more nausea-inducing with the entrepreneurial  discourse that  they
employ. This makes it evident that that only thing that matters to them is to generate more and more profit through the incredulity and
idiocy of others. What is the harm that nanotechnological progress causes to Wild Nature to Fabián Meléndez, Jaime Ortega, Gerardo
del Castillo and María Cassasa? It’s more than clear that they don’t care. What respect can we have for the life of someone who
proclaims to love their iPad Tablet? Yes, we’re talking about you, Castillo and Cassasa. You members of Sanki better watch out.
Hopefully no eco-extremists have already attended the “Summits” you organized and you didn’t even notice.
-On February 1st, 2017, many units of the police were mobilized in Torreón Coahuila. The motive: there is an alert of a bomb in a
commercial  plaza.  By  means  of  this  communique  we  take  responsibility  for  placing  the  package-bomb  that  generated  this
mobilization.The press lies as usual when an attack against the daily order of society is involved. The “Siglo de Torreón” mentions
that it was a fake bomb. We are here to refute that version. The package was directed to explode upon its opening by the director of
Sanki in Torreón: Fabián Meléndez. It was for that reason that the device was abandoned outside the Sanki offices. Unfortunately the
package was found by someone who advised the security forces and it is more than likely that they deactivated it. This had nothing to
do with a fake bomb, this one was real. Why did the municipal police not wait for the arrival of the SEDENA (Secretariat of National
Defense) and opted instead to leave the place with the package? Clearly the version about the fake bomb is a more convenient story as
the elections approach. Meléndez deserved an exploding package with the rusty nails inside piercing his body. This time it didn’t
work, but let it be remembered by those who attack the Earth in the name of progress and success that this isn’t over.We will continue
to conspire and attack. Eco-extremism is expanding. Hidden in the cities and all the way to the furthest mountains we feel the roar of
the wild within us. To the final consequences, until they kill the last eco-extremist, but keep this in mind: Wild Nature will avenge
itself!
For the extreme and indiscriminate defense of Wild Nature!

Let the package-bombs multiply!

For the terror and death of the hyper-civilized!

For the expansion of eco-extremism and true nihilist terrorism!

Complicity and an embrace to the members of ITS Chile, Jalisco, Mexico City, Mexico State, Brazil, and Argentina!

Complicity of blood with the nihilist terrorists in Italy!

–Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Torreón

Flint Blade Clandestine Clan

Torreón, February 2017



(CHILE) TWENTY-THIRD COMMUNIQUE OF THE INDIVIDUALISTS TENDING TOWARD THE WILD

A little more than a month has passed since our explosive present detonated and wounded that scoundrel Oscar Landerretche. The
distinguished economist, progressive, and leftist (since it turns out he is a member of the Socialist Party), with a degree from that
incubator of progress par excellence, the University of Chile, was deserving of all of our Savage Vengeance.

And even though his wounds on this occasion were minor physically (due to the chance circumstances upon opening the package), we
know, of course, that emotionally the consequences have been tremendous for him as well as his family.

At the root of our unprecedented, original, and certain attack (which interested the press at the national and international level), many
things have been said. Some of these have been quite funny, others not so much. Some have said that our package was a “false flag”
attack. They’ve defamed us, belittled us, erased us, they’ve been horrified, offended, etc. etc. etc.

Due to all of these lies and criticisms, we have decided to issue a public statement. The Individualists Tending Toward the Wild takes
advantage and will take advantage of any instance to spread and make its presence noticeable. We have no problems with this. So here
we go:

I. Reprehensible action, various reactions

-Obviously we didn’t expect less from the political class and general population. We knew that they would be frightened by this
Savage attack. That is why the President Michelle Bachelet said, “it was an extremely reprehensible act.” Even her disciples and non-
disciples were making declarations energetically condemning the act. All of that was very much to be expected.

-One of the reactions that made us laugh a lot was that of the “green ecologist party”. These hippy drug addicts have the gall to dictate
the “ecological” norms on how to act. No matter how hard they try, their “ecology” has nothing to do with our Ecology, they’ll never
come close. For we are indeed Ecologists, but of the extremist variety: the type immersed in a war to the death for Wild Nature. We
couldn’t care less about their “ecological movement” and rules: we piss and shit on them.

In this way, they keep marching, their demonstrations, holding signs, and shouting through megaphones. On our part we will continue
with this War…

If our attacks help to lead to the criminalization of all of that social ecological garbage, perfect, we would have killed two birds with
one stone.

You don’t know who did it? Then why do you say that the bomb was child’s play? If it was child’s play, then can you do something
bigger? Are you sure that those responsible aren’t in your ranks? LOL!

Along the same lines (perhaps a bit more disgusting) is a communique signed by a dozen social environmental groups, appearing on
an equally disgusting blog, which is only worth mentioning in passing. We will only say that we curse their pacifist social struggles in
“defense of the earth.” We hope that their movement is also criminalized to the maximum extent of the law, and that the repression of
the state (a common concept among them) keeps on their tail.

-Others crossed themselves praying that it was only an isolated incident. They don’t have a clue. They can’t imagine the eagerness
that fills us from head to toe to deal another blow. This will happen when they least expect it, against the person they least expect. It
won’t be tomorrow, but it will happen. The positive and negative cables are patient, waiting for the moment of the next contact…

-The President of the Supreme Court has stated the following concerning our attack: that is was a, “a tremendously grave act that can
change the criminal and political history of Chile.” Ok judge. We have shown how, with some basic materials, you can put a whole
country in check (and we aren’t exaggerating). The miserable sentence above confirms this.

It is at this point that we animate ourselves as individualists of action to satisfy our profoundest desires, that don’t cease because we
don’t have access to more sophisticated means. Cheer up, friends of action, no one is stopping this war!

-A bunch of self-styled wonks in the counterculture belittled us, alleging that our spelling errors indicated a lack of “professional
language of the urban guerilla,” that we were not within the “line to defend the people,” and to “fight injustice,” among other things.

Firstly, it’s likely that one of them is a sociologist who is trying his hand at writing. He or she states that they’ve never heard of us. We
don’t care if they know about us or not.

We aren’t  going to apologize for our spelling errors.  We try our best.  We’re sure they get  what we are trying to say, but most
importantly it’s important that our accomplices and some allies also understand. We hope that this text will lack any such errors, so
y’all stop trippin’.

We repeat and reiterate that, in our taking of responsibility for the attack of January 13th, we are not crazy, that we attacked with
100% of our faculties intact. Many call us “crazy” or “demented,” and even he does it, but this two-bit writer didn’t notice our own
lucidity in this matter.
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To say that we want to “gain the esteem of ITS-Mexico” is a stupidity that reflects his cluelessness. Well, you can’t really expect
much of value from one who believes that the attack was one of the “ultra-right,” (which we will get to below). He clearly has an
atrophied mind with all that class struggle and progressivist shit. And yes, we use the same technology to attack it and to publicize our
thought. We don’t have moral qualms about that. How do you think our native ancestors waged a tremendous war on the invaders?
Using the same modern weapons surely!

It seems like your professional diagnosis of our clan is mistaken (just as the selling of your books is a mistake, but of course, you owe
us commission for the publicity we’ve given you). Namely, the idea that we have networks of stockpiles and hiding places. We have
bad news for you: we’re still around. I would be careful leaving that building on Marchant Pereira 1925, Providencia if I were you.
You looked pretty bald motherfucker!

They say that we are an adolescent group because of our colloquial language. Shitty experts don’t have a clue.
To these two we recommend that they leave their expertise aside when talking about ITS since we aren’t going to conform to any of
their parameters or predisposed rules. We are a complex and hermetic horde of counter-revolutionary misanthropic, Nihilist, and
criminal Savages… Oh, and adolescents too, ya feel?

-A political scientist speaks in the name of anarchism (without being an actual anarchist), and spewed some declarations befitting his
rank, that is they were dumb. He begins by openly lying, saying that anarchists aren’t part of a violent movement. It seems that this
one has only read Leo Tolstoy and the anarcho-Christians. And the funniest thing is that he pretends to insult us by cataloguing us as a
Satanic sect. He believes that to paint us as mystics would be insulting to us. On the contrary, look at our name, idiot. In addition to
this he calls us a “Al Qaeda of ecology,” Ok now we are more than flattered.

II. The hunt for the eco-extremists

The day after the explosion of the package-bomb, a last minute meeting was held of the highest ranks of the Chilean police and
intelligence  forces.  In  this  meeting  those  responsible  for  state  security  wracked  their  brains  concerning  how  a  group  with  an
international reputation could commit such an unprecedented attack? The answer is simple and as our accomplices have said: we are
an INVISIBLE MENACE. We are always stalking, waiting for the right moment to pounce and unleash our fangs. We are conspiring
in the shadows, among the sound of the crickets and basking in the moonlight.

And as is to be expected, they make their sterile threats, saying that they will “quickly trap us,” exhorting that “the citizenry should
trust its institutions.”

The officials charged with the investigation of explosive attacks begins its intense labor of gathering information, from gathering
DNA evidence to reviewing security camera footage. The investigators’ declarations indicate the difficulty they have in tracking us,
that the action was well planned out and sophisticated. From this platform we state, of course, keep looking for DNA evidence. Keep
looking at security camera footage. Keep reviewing hundreds of names, keep on doing what you do, you won’t find anything of value.

III. On conspiracies, false flags, and the ultra-right.

In this way we enter fully the last phase that occurs after such a public attack. Due to the inefficient investigation going nowhere and
not finding those responsible for the attack, it was obvious that a campaign to discredit it would begin. There were accusations that we
are “a decoy of the state,” among other conspiracy theories. It should be stated that, yes, from the beginning some imbeciles have
accused us of being a “ruse of power.”

One of the main conspiracy theorists was the same son of a bitch we wounded. In one of his declarations for a mining magazine, he
was boosting what the usual suspects of idiots have been murmuring.

That poor skeptic who doubts our existence. He doesn’t believe that we are the same ones who take responsibility for wounding him.
Pushing the same funny theories that the attack was some kind of “facade”. Of what? He never says.

And yes, in reality you made people like us angry, people who aren’t ones to just let the harm to the Earth that your company caused
go unanswered. That’s why we write this and rejoice in your wounds. And yes, you know full well to what you owe those scabs on
your body. You know it all too well…

This one, who on the same night of the attack came out with his best victim face, showing his bandages (which should have been
covering his head or eye, no doubt). He had a wicked face on and was making “strong” statements. Our present didn’t have a pinch of
cowardice, but of a pinch of violence, of course. And yes we were able to change your shitty family routine and emotional state. And
you were lucky (really lucky). The test blasts before the attack with much less match head powder packed a hell of a punch! Not even
our hidden message in the note with the package could set off any alarms with you. You were obviously eager to open the “gift” and
read the book on mining that your colleague at FCFM sent you. LOL, poor dummy.

Many have downplayed the force of the explosive, saying that the container was “really small,” that “there was very little powder,”
that “that powder doesn’t cause fires,” (????) and that we were “only looking for publicity.” This last accusation is true. We don’t deny
that we wanted everyone to talk about ITS. Obviously we wanted to spread our message, that’s why we took responsibility for it
almost immediately. But the primary thing was to inflict as much harm as possible on the target.



The supposed low destructive potential of the explosive charge is refuted by our own previous tests of the explosive, including the
same prosecutor in charge of the investigation recognized that, “the package could have had much more serious consequences.” Those
photos that the cops took of the holes in the wall of the kitchen and of the broken windows were evidence of all this.

Some politicians in the government (and non-politicians), always in the role of hypocritical victim, put forth the theory that our attack
was carried out by ultra-right wing groups. These poor folks have some sort of trauma concerning exploding bombs. Every explosion
probably reminds them of the bombing of  the Moneda in  1973,  and their  number one enemy,  a  certain Pinochet.  They should
understand that we couldn’t care less about a “Copper Law,” a “Gold Law,” or whatever other law. The only thing we care about is
striking back a little for all the harm that companies like Codelco and others have done to the Earth.

Others have emphatically questioned our “true motives,” stating without beating around the bush that we are a “conspiracy of who
knows what”. Again they never say. In one television report, they parade this explanation around. Even if this report is rather complete
otherwise, with a summary of much of the history of ITS since 2011 until now, all of that is overshadowed by the conspiracy theory it
expounds. It’s noticeable that they read the accurate journalistic report that one radio station made of our work, in some places they
plagiarize it wholecloth. Another newspaper story also has doubts about our attack, even excluding our participation from it. It’s based
on how the gift was sent from Chilexpress and not Correos de Chile. Who cares where the package was sent from or if it was an entire
day in storage before it was sent? Are the images attached to our communique not enough?

All of the accusations and defamations of the press really don’t surprise us. We know how the media works, we’re not surprised by
that. We aren’t going to play the victims accusing the media of lying. We write these words to show that we are still on the Egoist path
of the extreme defense of Wild Nature. That we continue to shit on police intelligence, their prosecutors are a JOKE!

For the moment we will keep going, we will reappear when least expected, let that be clear. Let’s see when we return if the usual
idiotic suspects call us a “decoy.”

IV. The revolutionary who head-butts the elderly

As to be expected, not all of the reactions came from the press, nor from the social collectives or the politicians. No, the only thing
missing was the revolutionary anarchists who are offended and attack what we are and what  we defend. This time around,  the
revolutionary prisoner Joaquín García mentioned us and referred to our attack in an entry put on various blogs of  the counter-
informative, anti-authoritarian etc. variety.

We said once that we don’t minds when people critique or attacks us. At this point we’re used to it. What’s more, we even like to read
their criticisms (we’re a bit masochistic, sure). But if people want to talk shit, they should know that we will return the favor, and our
shit will be nastier.

Really, this prisoner doesn’t say anything new, more of the same: the morality of attack, revolutionary consciousness, the same old
shit. When are they going to understand that we aren’t “revolutionaries” and that revolution doesn’t interest us? This is a completely
obsolete concept, and it has no validity in the present. Whoever believes in “revolution” and aspires to one should seriously question
their principles. They should place themselves in the here and now, and realize that we aren’t in the 19th century anymore and do a
blood test to make sure they don’t suffer from some sort of neurological disease.

Our attacks don’t have rules, nor morality nor nothing that yours have Joaquín. Why do you keep questioning our methods if we have
between us “an irreconcilable difference between our distinct systems of thought” (as you say)? Enough, wouldn’t you say?

This  crazy  person  “detests  to  the  point  of  rancor”  our  discourse  but  applauds,  admires,  and  salutes  our  attack.  What??!  This
declaration only reflects his complete complacency. Why don’t you also hail the actions of the Nazis that you are bound to hate so
much? You also hate their discourse but you don’t hail their attacks? Odd… He distances himself from our mysticism, and from our
beliefs that he calls absurd. Sorry, we forgot that this person defends what is most “focused”, “logical” and “coherent” on the earth.
Please, let’s not start with the absurdities again lest you come out surely losing, dear ex-fugitive prisoner.

Just so you know, we wear our pagan beliefs on our sleeves, we make the mysticism of our ancestors ours and we happily revive it.
We exalt all that is Wild and Hidden. We declare without hesitation that Wild Nature is our authority, since it is rules over us and all
the Earth. She is the one who determines our steps and will say when our hour has come.

We don’t know why our mysticism bothers the anarchists so much… or in reality we do know. It’s because of their suffocating and
disgusting Western atheism that they defend like the golden rule of those “without rules”: as the prostitute clings to the cock of her
john, these anarchists don’t separate from their Enlightenment roots even a little bit.

Just so you know, better to keep head-butting the elderly. On that note, it’s good that you head-butted that old man. At that moment
you seem to have forgotten the boring “revolutionary morality,” that’s been shoved down your throat. Sending a bomb to someone’s
house without regard for their family, oh now, how “awful”! But don’t even think about hitting frail old people. People should clap for
you.

We now understand why those who talk shit about us now praised your aggression then. That open sore of disgusting leftists praised
your “revolutionary moral head-butt” since it was done in the spirit of a “not absurd” ideology that you defend. Whatever.



V. In conclusion

At the end of this communique, we only want to say one more thing:

The Eco-extremist menace in the South is more hidden than it has ever been. Our attack was only a spark from the bonfire that we
will set. Even if our enemies are vigilant and entrenched, are hidden or even if they forget about this, we will still be there, observing
and stalking in order to keep wounding, terrorizing, and causing chaos. In the best case scenario, we will make ITS-Chile’s first
mortal casualty a reality.

With Wild Nature at our side!

Long live our ancestors and pagan spirits!

May the fog of the Accursed Lands of the South keep erasing out tracks!

Forward ITS International Mafia!

-Individualists Tending Toward the Wild Chile Mystical Horde of the Forest.



(MEXICO)  TWENTY-FOURTH  COMMUNIQUE  OF  THE  INDIVIDUALISTS  TENDING  TOWARD  THE
WILD

Let all of them burn. All of them. All the miserable members of civilization. All of the infrastructure that is on this beautiful earth.

Let all of them burn equally, men and women, students and the unemployed, housewives and businessmen, the well-off and the poor,
without regard to the color of their skin, social class, and gender. At the end of the day, they are hyper-civilized, empty beings, sad
sacks of flesh and bone who walk about without trouble or glory; all carrying the painful weight of their ephemeral and absurd
existence.

We will burn all who we can, we will burn all that we want. Pernicious passion for arson, uncivilized nightmares made reality under
the dark sky. Individualists at war, a-moral eco-extremists, nihilists thirsty for vengeance, those with affinity for blood, let us burn it
all.

The morning of February 14th we abandoned an incendiary device in a bus on the route to the Rosario metro. The device went off
around the municipality of Tlalnepantla in Mexico State.

If not for some people playing the hero who intervened, our fire would have consumed that entire accursed machine. For now only
minor damages were suffered. No matter, our gaze will continue to be on civilization and the disgusting citizenry.

Complicity with the Mafia of ITS, forward Hidden Clan of the Flint Blade, Indiscriminate Faction, Pagan Sect of the Mountain,
forward Secret Wilderness Society, power to the eco-extremists of the Mystical Horde of the Forest after destroying the flesh of their
egoic target.

Complicity with the vengeful Wild Fire Cell.

May the fire spread through the disgusting city!

May the fire spread in the countryside, to divide the traces of civilization!

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Mexico State
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(MEXICO) TWENTY-FIFTH COMMUNIQUE OF THE INDIVIDUALISTS TENDING TOWARD THE WILD

The Technological Institute of Advanced Studies in Monterrey, better known as Tec de Monterrey, is in mourning. This past Sunday in
a robbery attempt, the Vice-Rector of that house of study, Luis Arturo Torres García was murdered in the city of Chihuahua.

The northern state of Chihuahua is in itself a place of extreme violence, where murders with all sorts of motives are counted by the
dozens. In fact, this past weekend, the whole state alone recorded up to 20 murders.

Northern society is corroded by violence, criminality is looked upon as just another job, it’s ridiculously easy to acquire a gun on the
street, death roams about in the public plazas and in places least expected.

We are a reflection of that society. We are the perverse face of all civilization. Urban and rural darkness in its most realist expression
has birthed us. We have grown up on the battle field where blood coagulates on the asphalt, and where shells are festooned all around
with little notice.

We are the cruel reality of the modern era. But we are also a reflection of our nomadic ancestors who roamed on these paths barefoot
under the burning sun of the desert. We are the disobedience toward the colonizers and the violent response to them. We are the
coyote and the deer, the buzzard and the thorns of the mesquite, the biznaga flower and the marble mountains, the cold that burns in
winter and the oppressive sun of summer. We are the windstorms, we are Wild Nature and we act like her.

We have no desire to collaborate with this system. We don’t want to be one more alienated person in this farce civilization. We
express our disgust toward the alien, the artificial, and if we use technology, it is only to claim responsibility for our actions. Only
that, we do not belong to any “movement” nor do we want to be “coherent” with certain political doctrines.

The extreme defense of Wild Nature demands blood, wounds, terror, and death. It is for this reason that by this letter we claim full
responsibility for the murder of Luis Arturo Torres García last Sunday, February 26 th. This man so devoted to his disgusting Catholic
belief was leaving Santa Fe Church when we intercepted and killed him. We had to take his wife’s purse so she would not call the
police. The act was interpreted as a robbery, but we clarify its real intention by this letter.

Torres,  a professional par excellence, Vice-Rector of Tec de Monterrey, with a degree in computer systems and candidate for a
doctorate from the University of Cantabria in Spain, no longer lives. We killed him with one shot from a high caliber pistol.

With this attack, we the Desert Band make our presence known in Chihuahua as one more group of the Individualists Tending Toward
the Wild (ITS).

You  thought  that  the  Eco-Extremist  Mafia  was  going  to  stop  expanding?  We’ve  already  managed to  extend  our  net  to  Chile,
Argentina, and Brazil. Within Mexico, we are in Mexico City, Mexico State, Jalisco, and Coahuila. The rest of the states were not the
exception, don’t be surprised if an ITS group comes to a place near or far from you…

We are certain that this society and the Chihuahuan authorities don’t have a clue that this international terrorist group is now in its
capital. We encourage them to read up a bit on us so that they know what they’re facing.
A police van has been sent, they are seeking suspects for the attack among the adjacent neighborhoods, harassing people, looking for a
snitch they can pay off. By this letter we state that we know that you’re out to get us, the attack that we carried out was a severe hit to
public opinion and to the wealthy people of Tec. But fuck you if you think you’ll find us. You’re gonna have to snatch the biggest
dumbass you can find, because we’re far away already, fucking assholes.

Maybe to the police of Mexico, who are on the ITS case, this can sound really familiar. Only one shot to the head against a recognized
professional? Sounds like the attack on Méndez Salinas in 2011 in Morelos, don’t you think?

Look and keep looking bitches, you know that all who work in the incubators of progress, in this case Tec, are a potential target.

In addition, ITS has already struck this house of studies; on April 19th, 2016, when a bomb exploded on the Tec de Monterrey
Campus in Mexico City. On February 3rd of the same year explosives were detonated in the Atizapán campus and in the so-called
“Tec Suits.” The most notable attack was on August 8th, 2011 when a package bomb wounded Armando Herrera Corral and Alejandro
Aceves Lopez. You should know that this nightmare is not over, and even five years after that act, you’re still in our sights, even
outside the center of the country.

Another death for the annals of ITS. We’ve already said that there will be more murders and we are following through with this!

With the pavement still stained with blood.

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild-Chihuahua

-Desert Band
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(MEXICO) TWENTY-SIXTH COMMUNIQUE OF THE INDIVIDUALISTS TENDING TOWARD THE WILD

“Nature works wisely and without thinking… It does not recognize political borders, it situates new beings on the globe and
contemplates the free play of forces that work upon them. At that point it overcomes by its push and character. It concedes the

supreme “right” to existence… Eternal Nature inexorably takes vengeance on the sin of its enemies. 

A.

I. Opening greeting

“We have seen the horrors of civilization, and each one of us felt in our hearts that liberation by itself would never be sufficient.”

WC

“All of their symbols will fall. Their prayers, their idols, they will fall, for the imminent catastrophe of civilization, by the revenge in
the name of our ancestors, and in the name of all the wild that inhabits and has inhabited the earth. No prayer will save them from the
attack undertaken by animist heretics.”

MA

NHC

Our hearts fill with joy every time we read words of complicity from those who have shaken off disgusting complacent humanism
filled with the old political ideologies. These accomplices have decided to ferociously confront civilization in all of its disturbing
expressions: cars, communications towers, trains, churches, etc. often with cold hearts and without concern for legal consequences.
They have used bullets and knives against the flesh of the hyper-civilized.

This War is Extremist, without hesitation, without quarter, without aspiring to “social change.” It rejects the demand for “revolution”
in this era, a practice buried by the corpses of its defenders and propagandists.
Forward individualists!

II. Preliminary reflection: ITS and the FAI

“The only thing that should be at the forefront of this war are sincere acts of persons who truly appreciate and decide to act unto the
ultimate consequences in the extremist defense of wild nature. Only that, no group is either in the vanguard, or rearguard.” (1)

That’s what we stated during our Wild Reaction stage, and we continue to hold this position. ITS is only an expression of a complex
war, carried out by valued individualists who have united in this international project, to generate the greatest amount of damage that
we can to all of this shit.

ITS is not a vanguard, it’s not a “front,” it’s not the leader of groups or individuals. Since 2011, the only thing ITS has done is extend
its network, spreading the hate that we feel for the artificial with words and actions to unsettled minds , as well as that profound love
for Wild Nature to all those who have felt our stated words to be their own.

ITS is not a “confederation” of “primitivists” of “direct action.” We do not defend “informality,” nor do we posit a “new form of
organization.” ITS is a Mafia, a Secret Society, a Clan of select individuals chosen to form part of an international group that aims at
destabilization, destruction, the execution of attacks and indiscriminate and selective murders against the Other.

For this reason ITS has not made “open calls” so that others take up its initials as they see fit. From the beginning we have NOT
hoped that this “takes off” in a direction that does not satisfy us. In other words, we aren’t the Informal Anarchist Federation (FAI).
Even if in the past we took some examples from this organization to sharpen our own, we do not base ourselves entirely on the FAI,
and this is more than clear.  To be more concrete, we think that this Federation is now obsolete, its time has passed, and all that is left
of it are crumbs of what it was in its prime, even if some attempt to take it out of the tomb of history.

It’s regrettable what the FAI has become: from being one of the most impotent organizations (mainly in Italy, Greece, Mexico, and
Chile), it gave life to anarchist projects that reverberated in the social-political-economic sphere from 2010 to 2014. Today, the FAI is
only a pretext for some to raise the most putrid, sterile, and aberrant flags of the social anarchists, and the perfect pretext to cover up
poisonous police strategies of “criticisms of tension.”

“[…] Here in the road, the harpies, disguise hypocrisy in courtesy
F.
The “nature” of the FAI was antisocial individualism and the criticism against the sleeping masses. It was not an organization of
“defense of the oppressed people,” as some try to disguise it now. And we would dare to say that the FAI (in Italy and elsewhere) was
in  many cases (above all in the package-bombs) indiscriminate and selective.

One only need to look back and notice that what we are saying is not totally off-base.
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How can we erase from our heads that recognizable simultaneous package-bomb attack against various targets in Switzerland, Greece,
and Italy in March 2011? Here two employees of the Swissnuclear company in Olten, Switzerland were wounded upon opening the
package. Even though the wounds were minor, they drew blood nonetheless (2). A more selective attack was the package bomb that
gravely wounded a lieutenant colonel in the Ruspoli military barracks in Livorno, Italy, which resulted in five amputated fingers and
bloody wounds on the face and legs. (3)

In this case, some would argue that the FAI could have placed more explosive material in the package sent to the officer than that
which was sent to the nuclear facility, where it was certain that a certain “inoffensive” secretary would open it and not the executive.
In any case, the attack in itself does not lose its terrorist face, it does not lack the seal of the wounds it caused, and its nature does not
cease being indiscriminate and selective.
The same could be said concerning its package-bomb attack in December 2010 against the embassies of Chile and Switzerland in
Rome,  Italy,  for  which  the  FAI  also  took  responsibility  (4).  Here  the  wounded  were  consular  employees  and  not  the  chief
representatives of the embassies. Did the FAI apologize for the wounds of the “poor” secretaries? NO. Why would they, if these acts
developed into an open war against consular targets and against  what they represented for their solidarity strategy with aligned
prisoners in those countries?

Here is where we start to make things uncomfortable, and it is because in order to place our eco-extremist gaze upon these PAST
events,  it  is  necessary to try to understand the hypocrisy of  some in the PRESENT. For there were some at  that  moment who
supported those actions, since they were being carried out by anarchists, sure. They supported the letter-bombs that arrived at the
embassies and that  wounded employees,  but  they now are scandalized when they hear  about US, the eco-extremists,  wounding
bystanders or employees in the same way that the FAI did some summers back. What’s that all about then? With all of those who are
firmly two-faced about this, do they not remember that the CCF also wounded an employee of an express courier service in Athens in
2010? (5) This even though they were “careful” to always advise the police before detonating an explosive so that the targets could be
evacuated. That’s because any attack with explosives or fire, even an armed attack, is always a roll of a dice. You can never guarantee
the security of bystanders and even if the target to be attacked has been thoroughly studied, the unexpected can never be anticipated.

III. Anarchist hands with innocent blood on them

After reading that, maybe some will say that modern anarchists are lacking “unnecessary” casualties when compared to us. They will
say that we are defaming them. But if one gets over historical amnesia one will see that modern anarchists (like us) have “innocent”
blood on their hands. (“Innocent” as this hated civilized society calls it.) But they have dead and wounded also on their conscience (or
maybe not anymore). For all those who talk shit about the dead and wounded we have caused in Mexico, maybe they don’t remember
the mailman wounded by the package-bomb sent to the Sub-Secretariat of the Penitentiary System in 2012 (6)? No one claimed
responsibility for this attack, but it was also a clear example of “propaganda of the deed.” Or the 12 workers burned during a fire in a
store in Iztapalapa that CCF-Mexico took responsibility for the same year? (7) Only in the second case did CCF in Mexico state that
their intention was not to harm civilians, but the burned skin of the workers of that personal hygiene product store is permanent (8).
We don’t condemn these attacks with their respective collateral damage (on the contrary, they pleased us at that moment). We only use
these examples to quiet the arguments of the “new school” in Mexico which today criticizes our methods thinking that modern
anarchist groups are the embodiment of “nobility” and “cleanliness” of action. These people are profoundly mistaken.

The same can be said of certain anarchos who are talking shit about us in Chile. These anarchos think they are morally superior,
(some) presuming that in their contemporary history there have never been “unnecessary” dead or wounded. In believing this they
consider themselves so “revolutionary,” and classify us as “counter-revolutionary,” as if that term scared us. They slam our brother
clan ITS-Chile as “irresponsible” when they found out about the attack against Landerretche, his little daughter afflicted with audial
trauma. What disgusting double morality! Maybe they don’t remember the amputated and wounded victims from CCF-Chile’s 2014
attack on the Santiago Metro? (9) Or maybe they forgot about the poor dead victim from the detonation of a fire extinguisher the same
year, where they even found pamphlets with anarchist “demands” on them? (10) Or will they say that the wounded and dead are just a
ruse?

Yes, this goes for you too, Joaquín García. A little while ago you decided to have a go at our accomplices who are making a name for
themselves in the Southern continent (11). You spewed your bile and talked your leftist-revolutionary shit, how disgusting. Keep in
mind that not even 200 “insurrecto” bombs in Chile could cause the same impact as only one package-bomb of the Proud “Mystical
Horde of the Forest.” You think that the eco-extremist menace will be stopped by your sterile calls to the “anarchist community” to
exclude us for their circles? Ha! Not even the best prosecutors, nor the most capable police, nor the intelligence officials, nor the
experts, nor the security cameras, nor the media broadcasting lies, nor the new laws against “individual terrorism,” nor faulting the
imprisoned for the bombings during their visits, much less the “revolutionaries,” no one will stop this because the seed has sprouted.
You can cut the tree down but the roots remain. Let that be clear! So come up with another strategy Joaquín because writing your little
letters from your cell isn’t getting you results against us “counter-revolutionaries.” Oh, I know, why don’t you try punching more old
people, which is what you do best. We all know you can’t flee very well. When you get out of the clink maybe we can contract you
out to hit that senile hippy Zerzan. It should be a piece of cake to hit him and you’re sure to find him riding his bike in the parks in
Oregon…

Getting back to our main topic, we conclude that the only big problem here and the only reason people criticize our actions is because
we, the eco-extremists, rejoice in the indiscriminate wounds that we cause. We don’t ask forgiveness from anyone for what we do
since we don’t answer to anyone. Not to a larger organization (as in the case of the FAI when some member does something against
the “general values” and is severely criticized). We aren’t slaves to humanist values and morality, nor to a politically correct position
that dictates to us “how things should be done.” We formulate the attacking for pleasure. We rejoice that our package-bomb, our



explosive, or fire wound or put more than one in danger. A smile crosses our faces when digging our blade into our target or hearing
the deafening mortal shot. This is a WAR against civilization, this is not a game for children.

ITS will stop at nothing. We don’t make warning calls after planting an explosive as CCF does in Greece. We detonate it and that’s it.
We have no consideration for society, we forget about the noble standards of not “wounding innocents.” We are proud that our method
has spread and that others have taken it as their own. At the end of the day, this is all for the annihilation of moral progress, so that we
can dance over the disgusting corpse of repulsive humanism,

IV. Speaking specifically of methodology

This is, what is the sending of a package-bomb if not an indiscriminate and selective method of attack?
There are an abundance of examples of this. The die is cast in each attack. It would seem that the method of the parcel-bomb is more
indiscriminate than selective. This is because the terrorist cannot be absolutely sure that the intended target will open it, or if the
intended person or someone else will cross its path.

The method was indiscriminate when a university worker opened the first parcel-bomb in April 2011. The worker, instead of giving it
to the nanotechnologist for whom the package was intended, decided to open it himself and lost an eye. (12)

It was selective when two technological scientists of Tec de Monterrey opened it in the comfort of their office. It detonated and left
them gravely wounded in August 2011. (13)

Another selective attack occurred when a representative of the Human Rights Investigative Unit opened the parcel and was wounded
in July 2015. (14)

Another attack in November 2015 was at the same time indiscriminate and selective when a rancher of the National Council of
Agriculture opened a package next to his secretary and the two were wounded in the incident. (15)

It was tremendously indiscriminate and selective when Landerretche opened his present in his own house and it wounded him, his
daughter, and the maid just this past January 2017. (16)

And what about all of those other parcel-bombs that weren’t ours? Certainly they had the same intentions. They have either wounded
their target or they haven’t. They have also struck “innocent” people, “defenseless workers,” and “civilians” who had nothing to do
with the intended target. We can cite the example of the FAI in Italy in 2003, but to not go that far back into the past, the secretary of
the IMF wounded in Paris some days ago (17) is a prime example of this.

We conclude this point affirming that it is inevitable to plan to leave civilians unharmed while employing this method. The humanist
anarchists who criticize indiscriminate and selective attacks of the eco-extremists will have to think this one through and not just talk
for the sake of talking.

V. Silenced for the moment…

It’s clear that after it was made known that ITS was responsible for the fabulous attack against the head of Codelco, many things
would change.  This  is  above all  the  case once  people  realized  that  ITS originated in  Mexico  but  had  rapidly spread to  Chile,
Argentina, and Brazil. Interpol has already collected all the information that it could from the Internet about our Mafia. Perhaps they
are on our tail and they’ve already scolded the Mexican government for letting things get this far. In the Chilean media a sociologist
with expertise in security stated, “if there has been an escalation of violence from this group (ITS), there is a serious problem with the
intelligence system.” How funny, she gets it…

For that reason there is a concerted effort by the media to cover up what we’ve done and what we take responsibility for. And that’s
just not us being paranoid. Why did they cover up the attack against the Plano Piloto bus station that ITS-Brazil took responsibility for
in January? (18) Was it because it was near the location where its brother clan detonated a pressure cooker bomb in the Conjunto
Nacional Shopping Center in August of last year? (19) Why did the Chilean media say nothing about what the “Mystical Horde of the
Forest” declared in the 21st communique published a little more than a month after the terrorist attack? (20) Why did the media not
hold its typical macabre feast with the news of the assassinated Vice-Rector of the Tec de Monterrey, for which a new ITS group in
northern Mexico took responsibility in March? (21) Maybe those three cases are just coincidence? We doubt it.

Be that as it may, ITS will not stop. We will keep waging war against civilization, its sickening artificiality, and its asphyxiating
technology. We will keep mocking it boring moral values and violating the imposed legal norms as we have done for some time now.
For, “the warrior is, in essence, condemned to keep going.”
Our ancestors have taught us to become stalking animals. They have passed down to us the glory of taking a life and wounding our
enemies. Confrontation drives us on and the land of the dead awaits us proud that we have continued the ancestral war, for having
exacted revenge for the Earth.

“For people like you, people like me exist.

For persons like me, people like you get put in the ground, asshole.”



PM

Power and complicity for the arsonists in Finland and Germany, for the criminal nihilists in Italy, for the chaotic people of Argentina,
for the transgressors in Brazil, and for the indiscriminate ones in Chile. Know that your acts and words animate the power of the
warrior spirit.

With Wild Nature at our side:

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Chihuahua

-Desert Band

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Mexico State

-Ouroboros Silvestre

-Pagan Sect of the Mountain

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Torreón

-Flint Blade Clandestine Clan

-Fury of Cachiripa Faction

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Mexico City

-Eco-extremist Circle of Terrorism and Sabotage

-Eco-extremist / Nihilist Mafia

-Circulo Eco-extremista de Terrorismo y Sabotaje

– Popocaliztli Clan

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Jalisco

-Federal Criminal Band

Notes:

1) https://malpais.noblogs.org/post/2016/07/12/opkvhm/

2) http://liberaciontotal.lahaine.org/?p=1533

3) http://liberaciontotal.lahaine.org/?p=1539

4) http://liberaciontotal.lahaine.org/?p=280

5) http://www.nacion.com/mundo/herido-explosion-paquete-bomba-Grecia_0_1156484377.html

6)http://www.sdpnoticias.com/local/ciudad-de-mexico/2012/06/25/estalla-paquete-explosivo-en-la-colonia-doctores-resulta-herido-
cartero

7) http://liberaciontotal.lahaine.org/?p=4532

8) http://www.excelsior.com.mx/node/859672

9) http://www.nacion.com/mundo/latinoamerica/Explocion-metro-Santiago-Chile-heridos_0_1437856374.html

10)https://325.nostate.net/2014/12/12/santiago-atentado-explosivo-contra-sede-de-carceleros-habria-culminado-con-un-indigente-
muerto-hile/

11)https://www.inventati.org/instintosalvaje/santiago-chile-comunicado-del-companero-joaquin-garcia-chanks/

12) https://culmine.noblogs.org/2011/05/10/mexico-artefacto-explosivo-deja-un-herido-en-la-upvm/

13)http://expansion.mx/nacional/2011/08/11/individualidades-tendiendo-a-lo-salvaje-un-grupo-contra-el-desarrollo
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14)http://www.milenio.com/estados/Estalla_paquete_con_explosivo_en_visitaduria_de_DH_del_Edomex_0_547145551.html

15)https://es-contrainfo.espiv.net/2015/12/19/mexico-del-circulo-eco-extremista-para-la-alianza-pro-transgenicos/

16) www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias-america-latina-38622609

17) http://radio-corporacion.com/blog/archivos/11153/paquete-bomba-deja-herido-oficina-del-fmi-paris/

18)http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/es-brasil-vigesimo-comunicado-de-individualistas-tendiendo-lo-salvaje-sociedad-
secreta-silvestre/

19)http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/brasil-decimo-primer-comunicado-de-individualistas-tendiendo-lo-salvaje-sociedad-
secreta-silvestreits-brasil/

20)http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/chile-vigesimo-tercer-comunicado-its-horda-mistica-del-bosque/

21)http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/mexico-vigesimo-quinto-comunicado-de-its-reivindicacion-del-asesinato-de-luis-
arturo-torres-garcia/

P.S. The Indiscriminate Group Tending Toward the Wild (GITS) has a few days ago declared a new project apart from ITS – Mexico.
We are happy to know that as its own group it has decided to go its separate way. We recognize and endorse their war. However, we
do not agree with what they have said concerning leaving behind certain terms merely because “ the leftists use them.” Certainly it’s
disturbing when radical progressives (or not) appropriate the terms that we defend. But the solution for us at least is not to cease
using them merely because “other people have taken them up as their own.” On the contrary, we choose to make these terms so
menacing that only their mention fills the hyper-civilized with terror. So much so that the leftists think twice about appropriating these
terms for themselves.

Otherwise, let each take up what they find most accommodating to them, and let everyone draw their own conclusions.
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(MEXICO)  TWENTY-SEVENTH  COMMUNIQUE  OF THE  INDIVIDUALISTS  TENDING  TOWARD  THE
WILD

“… all that progress did not respect cries out for vengeance. Our ancestors possessed our minds, now the fire of war belongs to us.”

RS

We prepared in darkness, the presence of our ancestors encouraged us. The smoke of salvia from the mountain enshrouded our bullets.
We filled the chamber calmly, we cocked our pistol, and we went toward our target on March 24th. This time, it was a construction
property of the large infrastructure company Carso in Zumpango Municipality in Mexico State. It is next to a disgusting highway
which passes through the wide plains that cover the area. At this time it was embraced by dense fog and populated by animals that ran
without worrying about the machines that frequently cross from one side to the other.

We stalked the construction like coyotes. In truth the construction project itself didn’t interest us, for us every civilized thing is a
motive for extremist attack. We frowned at the pathetic panorama that progress was aiming to construct. We hate its cement, its
concrete, its putrid smell of exhaust, its disgusting gray color, its sickening noise. We detest the people who work on construction
there: the workers, engineers, guards, they’re all the same to us. They all work to build the civilized dream of human progress. That is
why each and every one deserves the fury of the Unknowable speaking through us. It strikes them light lightning falling from the sky.
In a decisive manner, we crossed the highway. The speeding lights from oncoming traffic did not blind us, though the vehicles passed
only centimeters from our bodies. We ran and came to the place. We hid behind some still standing overgrown pine trees. Like them,
we were before our target, armed and decided.

We pointed and fired our bullets without mercy against both the great machine that was before us as well as at the security booth and
trailer where the workers sleep.

Here is it appropriate to take up again the words of RS in its armed attack against a tunnel of the same company on April 22nd, 2015
in Nextlalpan, Mexico State.

“…with the thunder of the detonating bullets were the sounds of the animals killed for the construction, the violent rush of the wind
that moved the leaves of the trees now fallen, and the imperceptible song of the water of the river turned black by the artificial, and
were also the war cries of our ancestors: Axcan Kema Tehuatl Nehuatl!”

Our war against civilization is extremist or it is nothing.

Wounds, lacerations, and death to the hyper-civilized!

With Wild Nature at our side:

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Mexico State

-Ouroboros Silvestre

http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/en-mexico-twenty-seventh-communique-of-the-individualists-tending-toward-the-wild/
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(MEXICO)  TWENTY-EIGHTH  COMMUNIQUE  OF  THE  INDIVIDUALISTS  TENDING  TOWARD  THE
WILD

“We continue to break bonds, I don’t care about family.”

N.D.

We attack, we attack all that has to do with the human being. We don’t care about hurting some “innocent” person or “poor Christian”
who found himself in the wrong place at the wrong time. Our hate doesn’t care about rich or poor, man or woman, old or young. Our
hate is the same for all humans.

For us there are no good or evil people. The concept of “class struggle” does not move us in the least, and we are not under the spell
of Red sentimentalism. We reject the “duty” to be on the side of the people. We will never fight for anyone, all we see is a crowd of
hyper-civilized automatons, repulsive automatons…

We continue on without a motive to “love our neighbor.” We only appreciate those who have affinity with us, our blood brothers who
form part of the Tendency. How can we love those who are continuing to propagate civilization, those who believe themselves free
when the roar of their chains is so deafening? How can we love them?

How can we love them? We asked ourselves this wandering the central streets of this city. The section full of bars was unusually
empty.  The target… this time indiscriminate,  we think.  We didn’t  much care who the poor curious bastard would be this time
around.The Alameda Zaragoza was right in front of us, full of hyper-civilized, enjoying their vacations, laughing. Couples kissed, and
we continued to be very awake. We abandoned it, a gift to some curious person.

This time, it was a woman… On Thursday, April 13th, 2017, an apparently innocent love letter detonated in front of a 16 year old girl
who was walking around the Alameda. The girl found the envelope, and found the explosive gift. The press states that the explosion
did not wound her. It seems like the bench where the envelope was abandoned served as a barrier between her body and the blast.

Through this communique we take responsibility for the abandonment of this exploding envelope. On the envelope was written a
message that would surely awaken the curiosity of the hyper-civilized passing by on the Alameda. On the envelope was written,
‘Happy anniversary, my love.” We weren’t mistaken, a curious girl took the bait. The envelope was addressed to no one, and whether
it was opened by a young girl or an old man, it would have all been the same to us.

At taking the misanthropic course, we have plunged ourselves into the abyss of the indiscriminate, toward chance in an uncomfortable
manifestation. May explosives appear in all the busy streets. With consideration only toward our own, with only hate for humanity.
We will kill our inner humanism.

For indiscriminate attack!

May explosive love letters proliferate!

Greetings to those with affinity of blood!

May eco-extremism and terrorist nihilism expand!

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild Torreón.

-Flint Blade Clandestine Clan

P.S. This time around our communique was short in contrast with the last two communiques coming out of Torreón. The next one may
be longer.

http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/en-mexico-twenty-eighth-communique-of-the-individualists-tending-toward-the-wild/
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(MEXICO) TWENTY-NINTH COMMUNIQUE OF THE INDIVIDUALISTS TENDING TOWARD THE WILD /
INDISCRIMINATE GROUP TENDING TOWARD THE WILD

We’ve been warning you from the beginning… we take responsibility for the following actions:

-Sunday, April 30th: The murder of two individuals at the foot of Tlaloc Mountain.

-Thursday, May 4th: Abandoning an incendiary device in Room 104 of the Faculty of Sciences of the UNAM

With these actions we make it clear that this isn’t a game. Our words are serious.

Every human being merits extinction and we will make sure that they lose hope. When our name is merely mentioned they will
tremble since we do not respect the integrity nor the life of the human being. At this stage of the game it is stupid to believe in a better
life or a better world. At this stage there’s no hope that something “better” will happen in the future. We see seas contaminated with
oil and chemical products. We see rivers full of trash, we see forests burned due to the presence of human beings. We see skies turned
gray due to the slag of heavy metals, soil made infertile by chemical products, alterations in biological systems, unnatural species
mutations, and we see the human being turned into a mass that only subsists like a virus (1) on planet Earth. Why do we say this? The
human being is not necessary in the natural biological systems of planet Earth, the only thing that it does is modify it in a negative
manner. To put it more simply: The modern human being is a virus that invades the Earth (cell), it take advantage of all of the systems
that exist in it, and afterwards destroys the cell (a joke of the paranoid, and of course they’ll say we’re conspiracy-mongers. Why else
do you think that they are looking for other habitable planets? So that the human virus after replicating itself can invade another cell
LOL). That’s what the modern human being represents to us: only a virus that has infected planet Earth and that is why it should cease
to exist.

That is why we no longer take the position of being “defenders” of wild nature, nor that of “anticivilization,” “primitivists,” nor any of
the other terms that you have heard applied to us. We have positioned ourselves as the enemy of the human being, without concerning
ourselves about using civilization to carry out our actions. This is more than clear since we ourselves are utilizing civilization. We’re
not going to use a chisel and stone to write our texts or grind charcoal to use in our incendiary devices. Or do you think we throw the
bullets that pierce our victims with our own hands?

All of this being said and clarifying that we don’t care that we’re using “civilized objects” in these actions, we got hold of a gun in a
bad neighborhood full of “common” criminals with “the rat.” You may know well that in the dangerous neighborhoods or the “red
dots” of Mexico City and Mexico State guns move without any problems and if you hang with the “heavy crew” there is no problem
in getting a hold of a gun and the next day moving the “hot” gun again. Nor is it difficult to “blend in” with those types of people in
hold-ups, murders, etc.

To finish up with this, it is clear that our hand doesn’t tremble when taking the life of an individual (we have done it before). We
thought previously to kill some of the illegal loggers on Mount Tlaloc since they think they can just cut down a tree without any
consequences. Well, they’re wrong about that, we will fuck up all of those modern humans who devastate the Earth. But that will have
to wait a bit, because no truck was seen coming up to log. But a nature-loving couple passed by where we were stalking and finally
the devil appeared. While we were looking on them with the eyes of death, only a detonation was heard, and in seeing the detonation
and the individual falling, their cowardly companion tried to flee, which was useless. They only got four steps before the other bullet
struck them in the head. And without further ado we left that place leaving no trace, without witnesses, without any shells left there.
And even so, the police and media are trying to say that the homicide was the result of a mugging (2). If this were so, why were the
backpacks and all of their belongings found on the “victims”? Why was no evidence found? Well we know how much trouble they go
through to hide everything. Well why bother!? We just want it to be clear that no human being will feel safe in nature. We don’t
believe in coyotes, wolves, beings, nor anything like that. But we are those who will not hesitate to take aim and fire on any human
being who steps on the little semi-virgin nature that still exists. So from here on out we warn that no little event like those organized
by the “Ghost Mountain,” visits to the “Bat Forest,” hikes, humanist events, and stupid “primitivist skills” training will be tolerated.
No person is welcome in nature, it would be best if they don’t just don’t bother coming and stay in their accursed cities. But wouldn’t
you know? They’re not even safe in their accursed cities. Not even in their accursed schools can they feel safe in spite of their
hundreds of cameras. For that reason we take responsibility for the death of another human in the University City on May 3rd (3). It’s
not a coincidence that the next day they found an incendiary device at the UC (although no one said anything about it). Much has
surfaced about that accursed being found without life near a public telephone, that “she suffered from alcoholism, that she wasn’t a
student, this and that.” (4) What does it matter to us? Only another mass of flesh more, only another accursed human who deserved to
die. What does it matter that it was female this time (here the feminists will be triggered). Stop complaining and realize (not just
women but also men) that anyone can be next. In August of last year it was the Chief of Services of the Chemistry Department (5), in
February it was the Vice Rector of the Tec of Monterrey in Chihuahua (6). This time around it was simply a confused female drug
addict. Now all will tremble and go in panic to their classrooms without noticing that we are watching their every step to find another
victim.

No accursed corner of the Earth will be safe for the human being, neither in the city nor in nature.

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild –Texcoco, Mexico State

– Wild Serial Killers
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Indiscriminate Group Tending Toward the Wild (GITS)

Notes:

1) Different authors classify a virus as a living thing, others classify them as non-living things since they don’t carry out the process of
a living thing (birth, growth, reproduction, death.)These depend on the system of the host to replicate themselves. For us, this is one of
the best definitions: “biological beings in place of like organisms; they are intracellular parasites that can grow only by invading
cells.”

2)http://www.milenio.com/policia/texoco-tlalnepantla-muertos-circuito_exterior-monte_tlaloc-milenio-noticias-
edomex_0_948505425.html

3)http://www.eluniversal.com.mx/articulo/nacion/seguridad/2017/05/3/hallan-muerta-mujer-en-jardines-de-la-unam

4)http://www.proceso.com.mx/485071/muerta-hallada-en-la-unam-tenia-22-anos-era-universitaria-estudiantes-marcharan-manana

5)http://maldicionecoextremista.espivblogs.net/2016/08/22/mexico-decimo-comunicado-de-individualistas-tendiendo-a-lo-salvaje-
mafia-eco-extremista-nihilista/

6)https://www.publimetro.com.mx/mx/monterrey/2017/02/27/asesinan-chihuahua-vicerrector-tec-monterrey.html

7)http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/mexico-vigesimo-quinto-comunicado-de-its-reivindicacion-del-asesinato-de-luis-
arturo-torres-garcia/

P.S. GITS has decided to not belong to ITS. Nevertheless, with these acts it is clear that we still participate in the “Eco-Extremist
Mafia” and that we collaborate with ITS.

On the other hand, GITS did not separate from ITS due to the language that it uses, and is in agreement with the thought that all
should tremble at the mention of our names as ITS stated in its Twenty-Sixth Communique from last month:

http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/mexico-vigesimo-sexto-comunicado-individualistas-tendiendo-a-lo-salvaje/



(CHILE) THIRTIETH COMMUNIQUE OF THE INDIVIDUALISTS TENDING TOWARD THE WILD

Let it be known, we have invoked the accursed spirit of the Kawesqar, Ajajema. We have invoked and awakened it. It awoke furious
and full of hate for what the modern human has done to the Earth. At each moment it curses the disgusting concrete, its wicked
buildings that prevent the view of the horizon, its abundant wheeled machines, but above all it curses with much force that which the
human animal has become. It has whispered in our ear that humans deserve death for offending the wild with every breath. We
respond that we feel the same way. We have made a blood oath with the spirit and we have promised to act in its name. We seek to
revive the pagan spirit of the Fuegians in each of our uncivilized fires. May disaster fall upon civilization and human progress!

In the Southern lands rain falls and its sound whispers vengance to us. It wets us, but we don’t try to shield ourselves and we are
soaked by it just like our ancestors. The water fell, overflowing rivers, leaving civilization in chaos.

The rain wets the Earth… the Earth, the trees, the plants, and all of the other beings demand rain. They wish for it, they desire it, but
the human hates it, he curses it, he considers it evil for harming the “poor” people. Each onslaught from wild nature inflicts the hyper-
civilized mass and saddens it. On the other hand, we rejoice and celebrate it.

Earthquakes in the previous days announced our steps. They announced our attack. The movement of the earth shook our being,
accelerated our heartbeat, and sent us the unmistakable message from the unknowable. Few are capable of listening to this message
and responding. This message called us to action, cried out for us to risk our lives, and sunk us into the chaotic abyss of action. Above
all, it cried out for a war against civilization.
The hyper-civilized human race is beyond help, it cannot be saved. Joy bursts our hearts each time wild nature manifests itself against
civilization with ferocious natural disasters. Each massacre makes us jump up and down with excitement. And if tomorrow we are the
ones who are destroyed because of the wild, know that we will succumb with great satisfaction.

Our bodies could not avoid that ancestral call. This call will not remain unheeded by us. It was in this way that on May 15 th of the
present year, we selected one of the Transantiago buses on the 208 route. This time the fire didn’t start, but our egoist wills made the
attempt. Don’t worry, without a doubt we will persist in the attack. The fire will be for next time…

Their system of mass passenger vehicles is needed for civilization to function, and it has been in our sights for some time. The
burning scrap is and will be our offering to the Earth. Transport vehicles don’t present any obstacle to us, it’s really a “simple”
operation. We abandon a homemade incendiary device lit by an incense stick. We don’t know why the fire didn’t start, they surely saw
it and called the cops to look at it. Maybe the device failed and it was there all afternoon, who knows…

We speak, and speak, and do. We carry in our bodies the exquisite ecstasy of natural adrenaline: “Our hearts beat rapidly and we go
to the back of the bus… shit, there are two losers sitting in the back. At our side is an adult woman, and behind us is a young man.
There is no turning back. We rest on our recently sharpened kitchen knives (which have been prepared surely for the body of the next
citizen-hero). We take out the bottle taking care to hide it from view. We light the incense, look around, light it again. The bus moves
so much that the flame cannot center itself. We continue lighting. All lit, with smoke and the smell of chocolate, ok, the route ends
right here… We get off last after everyone else. The bus turns around and we wait for the fire…”

-An egoist speaks of an action for those who those stirring with desire and will

Our only motivation was revenge: revenge for the earth that is polluted by the wicked modern human being. The human along with
his cities deserves the worst. They deserve the earthquake that splits the concrete, the rain that overflows the rivers, the fire that burns
towns, the volcanic eruption the fills the environment with ash… and without a doubt they deserve our attacks.
Fire, beautiful fire, this time they owe us…

An embrace of complicity to the eco-extremists of Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile. To the egoist terrorists of Italy and the eco-
anarchists.

Brothers of the Mystical Horde of the Forest, your terrorist attack stirred our spirit. We know that you are preparing your next attack.
Let’s see if this time you kill your target(s).

For the murders of the northern mafia!

Death to the hyper-civilized and their progress!

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild

– Uncivilized Southerners

*This time it wasn’t manifested it flames, but we will persist…

http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/en-chile-thirtieth-communique-of-the-individualists-tending-toward-the-wild/


INTERVIEWS



(MEXICO) SECOND INTERVIEW WITH ITS

Second interview with ITS by Radio Fórmula of May 12, 2017. This one focuses on the scandalous murder of a woman in Ciudad
Universitaria.

“Why did they kill her?”

The question may have several answers, but let’s get to the point, the murder of the woman in Ciudad Universitaria was a brutal and
suffocating reaction of disgust towards the modern human being. Do you think that a person wandering at dawn, shaken by the
chemical drugs ingested, is worth living? We think NO, that is why that being received what he wanted, what he deeply wanted,
death.

All members of ITS completely repudiate the vices of the modern human being, we reject sharply their disgusting fun, we hate those
who with the little or much money they have are living altering their senses, these and these only take away air, are a waste, A trash of
people, whether women or men, are the same virus that infects this beautiful Earth that is why they deserve its extinction.

The woman murdered in CU is the faithful reflection of a decadent society that lives with regret, weak people who can not face life
with all its crudity, and decides to drug itself with foreign substances, cowards that are only in the world vegetating uselessly.

It is funny that the reaction to having murdered a woman inside CU is so great, and although it is not strange, surely it would have
been the same if a woman had been murdered in the National Cineteca, the Polytechnic, or any other area in Where feminists make
their own. CU as we have said is one of the cradles of progress, that is where pestilent humanism is hidden and taught under the
deceptive mantle of “own and critical thinking.” The samples of repudiation we have already seen and left us with a smile spilling
bile, all these feminists are idiots who with those banal demonstrations only make them look helpless, they look like a “revictimized
victims”, something completely contrary to what they wanted show. For all feminists and “feminists,” that is, for all progressives,

Ah! And by the way, yes, we are against progress, we hate technologicalized society, and we care a grain of ground cumin being
“incongruous” with that discourse, this is seen when we use computers to throw our misanthropic messages into mass.



(MEXICO) THIRD INTERVIEW WITH INDIVIDUALISTS TENDING TOWARDS THE WILD.

1.- Since when does your group exist, in which other countries do you operate?

In 2011, “Individualities tending to the wild” (Its) began operating, carrying attacks in scientific research centers, universities, among
others, in municipalities of the State of Mexico, in delegations of Mexico City, in Hidalgo, Morelos, Guanajuato , Veracruz, and
Coahuila.

It should be noted here that from that year 2011 until now, we have gone through several stages, for example in 2014 we formed a
group called “Reacción Salvaje” (RS) along with a dozen groups that joined us, operating in State of México, Mexico City and
Tlaxcala, leaving aside the name of “Its”. Already by 2015, RS was dissolved so that each group continued its journey without being
necessarily united.

In 2016 we reborn as “Individualistas Tendiendo a lo Salvaje” (ITS), until now we have presence in Mexico City, State of Mexico,
Coahuila, Chihuahua and Jalisco. One of the goals of the new ITS is the expansion of this tendency at the international level, so by
February of that year, ITS groups emerged in Chile and Argentina. In Santiago, Chile, a group of ITS set fire to a bus in broad
daylight and with the passengers still inside, although nobody was injured, but the attack was the terroristic signal of the arrival of the
Eco-extremism to the south of the continent. In that  same month, but in Buenos Aires,  capital city of Argentina, an ITS group
detonated an explosive device near the Argentinean Nanotechnology Foundation, made several threats to scientists and abandoned a
parcel bomb at a bus station. In August 2016, eco-extremism arrived in Brazil, an ITS group detonated an pressure cooker filled with
black powder in the parking lot of the Conjunto Nacional commercial center in Brasilia.

We must recognize that in these years of activity, Eco-extremism has had accomplices, blood affinities adhered to the tendency of
Nihilist Terrorism, defended and represented by the Egoarch Sects in Italy. Several groups have also emerged in Germany, France,
Finland, etc., although they do not call themselves Eco-extremists, they share the visceral discourse against civilization and human
progress,  enhancing  the  “flag”  of  individualism.
As you can see, we are not a new group that comes out of nowhere, we have an history and the federal authorities know about this, but
they have never recognized us directly because it does not suit them and of course, the vast majority of the media spreads the official
truth , Although this always stinks.

2.- What is your reason to form a group of this type and really what are you looking for?

ITS are a group of anonymous people with international connections united for a criminal purpose, that is, we are a Mafia.

ITS is a group wich aims to cause destruction and chaos within the civilization, we detest and reject every aspect of civilized, artificial
and industrialized life that prevails before the Wild Nature.

ITS is  the  forgotten  revenge  that  our  ancestors  inherited  us,  centuries  ago  the  ancients  reacted  violently  to  the  arrival  of  the
westerners, but also reacted in the same way to the arrival of the Mesoamerican civilizations, the native nomad hunter-gatherers of
these lands never surrendered and many preferred to die rather than submit to ways of life alien to their cultures. As ITS we rescued
that savage resistance, now we react violently to any hint of civilization as did our older ancestors.

ITS is just an expression of something bigger, ITS is also the rain that floods cities, it is the avalanche that bury entire villages, it is
the thunder that hits infrastructure alien to the environment, it is the earthquake that unexpectedly made everything fall apart, it is the
attack of the Jaguar on its prey, is the beautiful song of the pheasant, the flight of the condor, the swimming of sea turtles, is the grass
that comes out of the cracked pavement of the pestilent cities.

We all have a primitive killer deep inside our being, we let it out and this has arisen and we are not going to stop, because Eco-
extremism is just an expression of the Wild, ITS is just a group of individuals with a common end , But in itself, the Wild will always
prevail.

We do not want to return back to the caves, we do not want to be primitive homo sapiens anymore, whoever says that is an idiot and
has not read anything we have written.

That is ITS, and we do not really expect many people to understand this, actually very few do it.
3.- Why use crime as a mean to solve conflicts, why arrive to the extreme of attacking against people? Is there no other way
out?

For us there is no peaceful way out of this, there are no deals with anyone, there are no agreements or negotiations, what we are living
is a War between the civilized and the Wild Nature. Is there another way out for the thousands of trees that are cut down by the human
hand daily? Was there any other way out for wild marine animals trapped in the nets of legal and illegal fishermen? Was there any
other way out for our ancestors who were expelled from their territories and slaughtered centuries ago by the Westerners who came to
“conquer” us? Was there another way out for the devastated Earth because of extraction of minerals from large industries? Is there any
other way out of all this civilized madness? OF COURSE NOT. The modern human continues to believe in himself as the center of
the universe, he continues to feel god and master of everything that surrounds him, even if his existence means for the universe a total
insignificance. We, ITS, accept that we are part of the modern human being, but we have realized that we are still part of the Wild
Nature, because when we see a polluted river we feel rage, when we see machines piercing the Earth, we are sad. When we see



thousands of cars coming and going from the stinking cities we feel hatred, when we see the advance of the urban sprawl burying
entire environments we feel repudiation, when we remember that the ancients died fighting against the civilized all we feel is to claim
their revenge and continue with their War, and crime is the fist with which we hit. Someone said that in a country full of thieves, being
a criminal is a pride, and we take his words.

It is necessary to emphasize that our cause is not noble, it  is not about justice in case you believed it at any moment, ITS is a
politically incorrect group of criminals, amoral vindicators of the Wild, assassins of the western values and we do not weigh it to say it
as we learn of that, Of the Wild, we are indiscriminate like earthquakes and floods, we are bestial like jaguars attacking and discrete
like foxes stalking.

4.- Is there any person or group that sponsors them or any group that is with you?

Within what we call Eco-extremist Mafia, there are several groups that, even being true that they are not part of ITS and are not
related  to  us,  lead  different  theoretical  propaganda  projects,  but  there  is  no  sponsorship  from  anyone,  several  groups  publish
magazines, write texts with philosophical and anthropological bases (mainly), create blogs, translate articles, are aware, and keep this
in a constant flow of activity. For example, our texts are translated into English, Italian, Portuguese, Czech, Polish, German, Turkish,
French, Romanian, Greek, Welsh, and even Hebrew, proof that our words and actions have also been extended thanks to all those who
sympathize with our tendency, but again, these groups have nothing to do with ITS activities.

5.- Did you considered yourselves as anarchists or what is your philosophy?

We are not anarchists, anarchism comes from recently compared to what we defend. I tell you, in that age of the Enlightenment, many
of the liberal ideas began to flourish in Europe, there was one in particular that had a lot of attachment in those old proletarian masses
(apart from Marxism), especially for their idealistic demands, Anarchism had its heyday in the nineteenth century. At that time, people
dreamed  of  a  better  tomorrow,  by  working  today  for  the  coming  “revolution”,  which  never  came  to  fruition,  because  of  the
“obstacles” that the states put against the anarchists. And if that “revolution” came, it was transformed into something completely
different from the original ideas, in a funny way since almost always the anarchists were so foolish nobles that they left the way free
to the communists, who seized their achievements and attributed their efforts, so happened in Ukraine, Russia, Cuba, Spain, even
here, in Veracruz during the tenancy movement, but those are other stories.

Returning to the subject, anarchism is one of those ideas born of the progressive demands of “freedom, equality and fraternity”,
demands that we completely despise, since “freedom” no longer exists in this age, it is a dead word and practice, Some fools have
wanted to cling to their corpse but sooner or later end up stinking the rotten remains of history. “Equality” is a myth, it does not exist,
nothing is egalitarian, and if it ever were, the world would be a faithful copy of Orwell’s novel or worse, of Huxley’s. “Fraternity” is a
relative matter, but when progressives invoke it they almost always refer to a fraternity or solidarity with one’s neighbor, which is
disgusting, how can one be fraternal with someone you do not know? The promiscuous solidarity is what the system agrees to practice
in order to move forward, because the less social problems exist, everything goes according to plan. The system needs less crime, less
corruption, less discrimination, less disputes between different social groups in order for the civilization to remain, that is why the
media spreads both that myth of equality, non-violence, and in opposition this is why we repudiate equality and we are violent,
because we are of those humans that we refuse to be a sheep of the rebound, we are the counterpart of this system, our murderous
instincts have returned from the most hostile places inhabited by savages.

At the same time, with our attacks we are honoring the War memory of the ancients, we are bringing chaos and destruction to a
civilization that has declared us the war not only to us, but to Wild Nature in general. The modern human virus spreads, destroys
forests, pollutes rivers, poisons the Earth, stole minerals, nonsensical swarming, invades environments, modifies seeds, has seen the
devastation they have caused on Earth and seeks for new planets to inhabit them in the future, the technoindustrial system has become
extremist, why not react in the same way to all this garbage? ITS does it, we react in the form of attacks because this is a war, because
although we accept that we are modern humans, we have the flame of wild confrontation inside.

ITS is not defined ideologically, we represent a tendency called Eco-extremism, this is anti-political, amoral, suicidal, indiscriminate
and selective terrorist, pessimistic, “anti-revolutionary”, enhances ancient anti-Christian pagan beliefs, raises the name of the Wild
Nature, makes fun of the non-sense of humanistic values, firmly rejects human progress, and has no problem falling into supposed
“contradictions” in  speech,  for  example in  the use  of  the internet  to  carry  out  propaganda,  Everything is  justified,  in  this  War
everything is permitted.

6.- In what way do you operate? Do you do some kind of activity to make people aware about caring for the environment, or
your actions only thought to spread terror, hurt or kill as the press say?

To be honest, we are not interested in create “conscience” among people, we are not revolutionaries, nor do we care that people “wake
up” from their slumbering dream, the mass likes to live among their own crap and well, may you ask, and for what then to get
communications, propaganda and answer interviews if you do not seek to raise awareness in others? And the answer is easy, we know
that there are individualists like us somewhere in this beautiful Earth, and we know that they are very few, these acts are an echo that
comes to them, which perhaps inspires them to carry out attacks like us. We communicate what we do not to gain adherents, or to call
attention to pollution (for example), but to egoistically claim that these acts are ours, ITS will not allow others to adjudicate what we
have done, or that the authorities award it to the common crime, NO, the acts we do are only ours and we chose an acronym in the
Union of Egoists to generate a wound in our victims, we want to terrorize because this does not respond to any political demand, is to
follow the impulse Animal-primitive and impose it on the civilized.



7.- In what way do you choose your victims, do you have contact with them previously or is it just random?

It depends, with the biotechnology expert, Ernesto Méndez Salinas of Cuernavaca, we followed him for weeks, until we put a bullet in
his head on November 8, 2011, while driving his truck by one of the most famous roads in the city. With the vice-rector of Tec de
Monterrey was the same, someone told us that he would travel from Monterrey to Chihuahua for a family affair, and when he was
leaving a church, we hunted him and killed him in February of this year, although we must say that because of a fail in the gun used
we could not shoot his wife so we decided to just take her handbag so she would not call the police, but otherwise if the gun would
have worked, his wife would have had the same fate as her husband. That’s why the Chihuahua authorities said it was a robbery, but
they know it’s not.

Concerning the couple we killed on Mount Tlaloc, we only killed them because they crossed our way, originally we went for the
lumbermen,  which  never  appeared,  just  those  two “nature  lovers”  walkers,  we do  not  want  to  see  humans in  the  enviroments
threatened by them, so lumbermen, campers, scouts and others are also on the list. The same happened with the murdered woman in
University City, as we said in the interview with Radio Fórmula why we kill it, it is not necessary to repeat it here.

What if we want to be clear is that we do not have a specific way to attack, we can put a bomb in a shopping center in order to wound
anyone who is near the device, as we can kill a specialized scientist, we can attack everywhere, finding a great pleasure in the attack,
enjoying the moment and generating nervousness, chaos and destabilization.

8.- Why act within the UNAM there is some connection with some other group, for example the one that has taken the
auditorium Che Guevara?

The UNAM is the cradle of progress, from there the minds of the future are born, always thinking of improving this garbage, UNAM,
Tec de Monterrey, any university public or private, any educational center tends to artificiality, that’s why they deserve parcel-bombs,
arson, knives, bullets, terror and death.

About the Che Guevara auditorium, we want to make it very clear that we despise this place as much as we despise progressivism,
inside that squat hide a lot of stinking revolutionary hippies, who fill their syphilitic mouths with alcohol, inhale and smoke drugs
while saying that they are “free”, while they are pretending that they are not also puppets, these people are the worst garbage. They
are those people who are in favor of human progress but in a different way, they do not realize that they are still more deluded but
they feel the most radical.

Years ago the university community has “invited” them to get away from UC, those fags students are marching and among all their
reasons to expel them from there they say that it is because they give “bad image to the UNAM”, that “when you walk over there
smells like marijuana “, Do you know what we see there? At first we see the eternal struggle between “moderates” against “radicals”
since the strike of ’99 (with a lot of differences of course), and in the second we see hypocrisy come true, on the one hand the
“squatters” making themselves look like the innocent ones, on the other hand students judging their very reflection as if they were
abstemious. In short … We do not have relations with them or with any squat, organization, or anarchist group, Marxist, “porril”*,
nationalist, or any kind, since what we defend is against what they believe.

9 .- Inevitably we are in an election year, and almost a year after there is a change in the presidential command, is there any
connection of your actions with this?

I repeat,  we do not have political  ideologies,  what we defend goes beyond politics,  so to think that what we do has a political
background is to repeat the same conspiratorial story from 50 years ago.

10.- Anything else you think is important to highlight in the interview?

Nothing else, just add that we are going to continue with our activities, nothing of this is over, the authorities and certain press can
become crazy saying that what we do is false, or that we have not done it, we do not care, we just want to emphasize one thing, the
lies always have short legs…

Individualists Tending Towards the Wild (ITS)

* “Porril” is the denomination for some sort of gangs who operate within the Mexican universities.



POR LA ANIQUILACIÓN Y EXTERMINIO DE LA HUMANIDAD

LA GUERRA CONTRA LOS CIVILIZADOS Y SU OBSOLETO SISTEMA 
CONTINÚA!!! 



EDITORIAL
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